Metaphysical
Metaphysics (fromTimes
Greek:
(meta) = “after”, (phúsis) =
“nature”) is the branch of
philosophy concerned with
explaining the nature of
the world. It is the study
of being or reality.
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Natur-Tyme

the new location is
now open!

LYONS FALLS , NY
Fri., Sat. & Sun., Nov. 9, 10, 11,
Edge Hotel, Lyons Falls

Dog's Plot
The Book of William

On the
consideration of
Hydrofracking.

The Metaphysical Times
received the following
piece from a reader who
is writing under the name
of Aquafina:

continued on pg.# 4

William
Again

by David S. Warren
a proposed excerpt from the
soon to be released novel:

CANTON, NY
2, 3, 4 Nov. Canton, NY

As autumn takes hold in
New York, those of who live
on the Marcellus and Utica
Shales (about two thirds of
Upstate New York) wait
with trepidation to hear the
Governor’s decision about
allowing the gas industry to
begin its assault on our air,
water, health and quality
of life. For those looking
to the New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation (DEC) for
protection, think again. It
has been publicly acknowledged that the agency drew
up its environmental guidelines for fracking in deep
consultation with the gas
industry. Minimized, and
missing from their guidelines, are any kind of health
impact study or even an ac-

Priceless

3160 Erie Blvd. East DeWitt, New York 13214
Story on page #31

Trying to hang on to our
family home after my parents
died, I decided to turn the
house into a Bed and Breakfast. There were a lot of delays and obstacles on the way
to eventual failure of the enterprise, and my imaginary brother William was one of them.
While we were redoing
the bathrooms, the old clawfoot tub stood in the middle
of the living room for several
weeks. One morning I came
downstairs and discovered
my sometime brother William
in the tub..... just waking up,
squinting his face and rubbing
his head with his knuckles.
When we were kids, William and I shared a bedroom
at Edgewood Place, but he
had spent more nights in that
tub than in his own bed. Full
of water too. A normal child
would have drowned.
I didn't know how long it
had been since I last saw him,

Continued on pg. #7
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Pottery, Glass, Jewelry, Painting,
Prints, Photography, Classes, More...
Located in the heart of downtown Alexandria Bay
At the corner of James & Market Streets

September hours
Open 10am-6pm Sunday Wednesday
10am-8pm Thursday through Saturday
An artisan run shop representing some of the North Country’s finest Talents
Call 315 778 5968 for more information
or visit bayhouseartisans.com

See Sue-Ryn’s Article Page #6
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of the Metaphysical Times.

visit us at metaphysicaltimes.com

Subscribe to the
Metaphysical Times
Fill out this coupon for a year’s subscription (minimum
four - up to six issues per year) for only $12. Include a
check or Money order made out to Metaphysical Times.
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"HILLWOMAN'S KITCHEN
HERBAL RECIPES"
Now Available • Visit our website
or call to order
Also available at amazon.com

Artfully blended herbs , oils, incense,
Hillwoman’s Herbal recipe Book & more
Available by mail, at Bay House Artisans,
Clayton Food Co-op, Syracuse
Regional Market and the
following Fall events
Watertown Psychic Fair
Hilton Garden Inn September 29 & 30
Cortland Psychic Fair
Ramada Inn October 13 & 14
Beardslee Castle Psychic Fair
Little Falls October 21
North Country Department Store
Indian River Middle School October 27
Mystical Journey
Canton Best Western November 2,3,&4

visit hillwoman.com or
call 800-600-3831
or more information
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Publishing
Company

Books are here!

See ad on page #35

See ad on page #35

See ad on page #33

NEW - See ad on page #31

Check out ording at individual ads, order at
gc@metaphysical times.com and on amazon.com

and these titles coming soon!
Dogs Plot... The Book of William by David S. Warren
With a blending The
of Myth
and Autobiographical
content
Book
of
The Book of William
will entrance the reader with the mysteWilliam
rious travels into and out of the physical world that we know
along with the dreams and a fantastical world that we all wish
for and dare not think about.
With a blending of Myth and Autobiographical content
The Book of William will entrance the reader with the mysterious travels into and out of the physical world that we know
along with the dreams and fantastical world that we all wish
for and dare not think about.

Follow William from his sudden appearance and be strangely excited about his location. Have you seen him walking by you, have you thrown a coin in a hat while he sat in
front of you on a sidewalk? We all secretly wish we had the courage to be William while
sitting at our desks, standing in line at the grocery store or working as boss or employee.

This is David S. Warren's third novel. The writer John Irving
claimed that New York StateDavid
shouldS.name
its highway system
Warren
after David.
Pre-orders taken at Libraservices.biz
David S.Warren’s first novel, “The World According to Two Feathers” was
not widely read, and he now owns most of the surviving copies, but that little
book started the big craze for titles starting with “The World According to.”
His second novel, Natural Bone, which caused the writer John Irving to insist
that New York State “should name its highway system after him,” will soon be
reissued by Metaphysical Times
Mr Warren lives on the old farmstead he calls “Dog’s Plot” with a rooster,
around twenty cats, and a snaggle toothed Blue Tick Hound named Bart who
keeps the coyotes back in the woods, and prevents tourist from coming up the
driveway to get Warren’s autograph and ruin his perfect solitude.
But he won’t mind if you message him on Facebook, or comment on the
Dog’s Plot blog. Unless this is a really old book when you are reading it and Mr.
Warren long gone.

Sun Sign Potentials - A Guide to Understanding Self and Others
by Dennis Cole, internationally renowned Intuitive Astrologer,
can serve as a useful guide for $15.00
a better understanding and acceptance of Self and others. (More information and an excerpt
from the book is available beginning on page # 25)
/$18.00 Can
ISBN

The Metaphysical Times
Publishing Company

9

978-0-9846548-4-0

780984654840

The Metaphysical Times
Publishing Company
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Rambling Along the Metaphysical Path

Question Everything.
By Georgia E. Cuningham, PhD
Publisher, Metaphysical Times

I've been thinking a lot lately about my basic skeptical personality trait. I always thought that I question just about everything. We received an article on hydrofracking from a reader.
Now, I had driven around the state and seen the "No Fracking"
signs here and there. I knew enough that I figured it probably,
NOT to "Frack" might be a great idea. That was about all I
thought about hydrofracking.
I saw a bunch of commercials on TV from energy companies about new energy production in New York State. I knew
enough about the economy that energy production would help
the economy and whatever they talked about sounded like it
might be a great idea. That was about all I thought about this
new energy production.
I've had the TV on a few times in the last few months and I've
heard some of the politicians talk about what they believe in,
almost all of them have an idea that sounds like it might be a
great idea. That's about all I've been thinking about politics.

So, I sort of started thinking about my skeptical traits when it
comes to Metaphysical things. I question... "what is "belief" and
what is "certainty." I have actually stayed awake at night worrying about whether I lived a past life as a housewife in Atlantis or
a slave in ancient China or if it was just a fantasy. I stayed awake
over that. I thought knowing about this might be a great idea.
Funny, sometimes I am so questioning about the "Metaphysical"
world that I don't pay attention enough about the "physical" world
around me.
I made the conscious decision to put the article about Hydrofracking on the front page and to continue in a couple of different places just so readers might stumble on it here and there. Because I am
that inherent skeptic, I don't want to tell you what to think about
gas production and hydrofracking or who ends up in congress.
I do "figure" that questioning anything that effect our own physical universe, yeah, that sounds like it might be a great idea.

continued from pg #1 On the consideration of Hydrofracking
knowledgment, despite mounting evidence, that in
states where fracking has been practiced, humans
and animals exposed to toxic water and air have
become ill. There is no plan for funding, preparing or training for local first responders to deal
with mishaps, accidents and hazards associated
with an industry that deals in highly toxic materials. There is no analysis of costs for destruction of
New York’s roads (a known problem in other states
to due the massive heavy truck traffic involved).
There is no plan or viable method for disposing of
the multi-millions of gallons of toxic and radioactive water that the process produces, and no discussion about the real and permanent risks to our
aquifers and thus to our drinking water.
Horizontal Hydrofracking is the process used by
gas drilling companies to extract natural gas from
shale deposits. It is proceeded by a massive industrial installation which often involves reshaping hillsides, destroying old growth trees, and
turning the lush rural landscape into a hazardous
industrial zone. During the hydrofracking process,
millions of gallons of chemical-laced water are injected deep into the shale layer while a series of
underground explosions are set off. The cocktail
of chemicals used by various gas companies are

considered to be proprietary. But some are now
known, and they include such solvents as benzene and toluene, which are toxic and carcinogenic, even in very small amounts.
The explosions shatter the rock and release the
gas. While underground this toxic water-chemical mixture blends with highly saline water and
naturally occurring radioactive elements including radium 226, barium and strontium. (The
Marcellus, among many types of shale is known
to be significantly radioactive.) A portion (millions of gallons) of this mixture comes back up
to the surface and is stored on the fracking site,
usually in open pits which are subject to seeping, overflowing and flooding during storms into
properties, streams, and waterways and being
ingested by animals. All of these hazardous situations have occurred in other states where fracking has already been in operation. The New York
DEC had originally stated that in our state, exposed pits would be replaced by enclosed tanks,
but that promise was later rescinded.
In public lectures, state legislature hearings and
in letters to Governor Cuomo, Cornell University
engineer and expert on hydraulic fracturing, An-

thony Ingraffea has repeatedly warned that because of specific unsolved issues in gas well
construction, it is virtually certain that gas wells
will eventually leak underground, exposing our
water aquifers to methane and fracking fluid.
Should this pollution occur, there will be no way
to remedy it. Underground aquifers are not reclaimable. Unlike a lake or a river, aquifers cannot be cleaned and re-established. According to
Ingraffea’s statistics, six percent of wells fail
immediately, and fifty percent fail in thirty years.
In hydrofracked areas of Pennsylvania, incidences of methane migration and radioactive
chemicals polluting water wells are well known.
Sadly, residents not only drink and shower in
this water before they are aware that it’s been
polluted, they often have to do legal battle with
gas companies to get compensation in the form
of a water tank and clean water deliveries. In
exchange, they sign non-disclosure agreements
preventing them from letting anyone know about
their plight. Residents also have to pay to keep
these outdoors water tanks (called water buffalos) heated throughout the winter, resulting in
huge electric bills. And in all cases, when water
is ruined, so is the value of a home.

continued further on pg. 13
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Feel better...
Energetically, Spiritually, Emotionally & Physically with:

™
Reconnect with the sounds of the Ancient Solfeggio
frequencies to balance and impart harmony in your life.

SomaEnergetics™ is a powerful series of Sound Therapies that
Utilize tuning forks turned to specific frequencies and has been
used since ancient times. It has long been known that the use of
sound has a strong impact on moods, assists in meditative states,
releasing blockages and healing in the energy bodies.

Instructor:

REV. LIZ COX
• Certified SomaEnergetics Instructor
• Energy Vitality Tuning Fork Treatments
Level I and Level II
• Brain Balancing
• Certified Metaphysician
• Spiritual Counselor
• Licensed Spiritual Healer
• Ordained Minister
SomaEnergetics™ is approved by the National
Certification Board for Therapeutic Massage and
Bodywork (NCBTMB) as a continuing education
Approved Provider #450637-08. You can earn 12
contact hours of CEU’s.

Healing Harmonics Classes & Events

Healing Harmonics Introduction to
Tuning Forks The Power of Sound
Therapy & your Body SomaEnergetics: Level I    Level II
Brain Balancing

Classes soon to be announced.
Liz also offers private weekend courses:
SomaEnergetics: Level I Energy Vitality  
Level II Body Tuners
Brain Balancing
(Call or email (below) for more information)

Serving all of Central & Western New York
For class information call Reverend Liz Cox:

607.769.7844

Email: scottiedog001@ gmail.com
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Moving Back Inside

Another busy harvest season is upon us, in spite of the “strangeness”
of this years gardening adventures. Our “workfull” days are punctuated by
evenings in the kitchen putting up beans and tomatoes between all our other
commitments. A few batches of jelly are on the shelves, with more to follow.
Some plants are moving back into the house after “vacationing” out in the
fresh air and blazing sunshine as the nights cool and windows close. It’s time
to get ready to move back inside.
Depending upon where you live, weather, and the presence of pets,
there are a number of unwelcome fall houseguests that appear annually. Deep
cleaning may help, but isn’t always an option. Here are a few simple ways to
make one’s home less appealing to pests without resorting to the dark side of
toxic chemical use.
For those who preserve food, compost buckets can become clouded with
fruit flies seemingly in minutes if left on the counter for long. Try putting a
tablespoon of cider vinegar or dregs of wine into a clean recycled bottle as a
fruit fly trap. Vinegar and water spray cleaner also repels ants. Some folks also
place a small chunk of natural charcoal in the compost bucket to absorb fly
attracting-people repelling odors.There seem to be really annoying houseflies
that materialize “out of nowhere” this time of year. Anyone who lives in an
old building has experienced this annual invasion. They live in the walls and
cracks and crevices on minute particles of debris until they emerge in their “fly
cycle” to feast and lay eggs and generally gross most of us out. Some folks use
small dishes of water with a few drops of lavender or sweet orange oil placed
in sunny windows to repel the creatures. Others have had luck with small containers of clean crushed eggshells placed in similar locations. My favorite “fly
repellant” is sweet basil. I’ve made strong basil tea and sprayed both animals
and areas to discourage flies. A few drops of basil essential oil in a diffuser
or pint spray bottle of water will also work. Small dried basil sachets tucked
around will also help. Some say growing a basil plant in a sunny window,
watered from the bottom only, produces a strongly scented repellant plant….
plus, after housefly season you can make pesto! Cleaning kitchen and dining
surfaces with herbal or citrus scented kitchen soaps pleases our senses while
discouraging most insects. Fly swatters, strong fans and sticky old-fashioned
flypaper are also effective and may be the best choice for folks with fragrance
intolerances.
This is also the season to make the house flea repellant. If you live
with area rugs and roll-up carpets, you can create a very effective repellant
with dried herbs. Tansy, basil, pennyroyal, rosemary, lavender, and thyme
usually provide an abundance of leaves to dry. You can also use eucalyptus
leaves, vetivert root, or other fragrant repellants available from your local herb
supplier. Roll back your rugs and sprinkle the floor liberally with dried herbage, then replace the rugs. Every step or compression will release a little repellant herbal essence. Any debris that escapes will also be repellant. You can
also craft flea repellant pillows for your pet’s bedding. This can also be used
simply for the non-toxic natural fragrance it will put in your home. Craft an
herbal mixture, or use single fragrant herbs.
Laid carpeting creates the need for a more complex flea repelling
strategy. You can create your own carpet freshening blend using herbs, spices,
baking soda, and your blender. The proportions are roughly equal parts herbmix with baking soda. If fleas have been an ongoing issue, add a ½ a part
borax laundry booster, for example 2 cups herbs, 2 cups baking soda, and 1
cup
borax. Borax is a natural desiccant and will dry up flea eggs and larvae along
with absorbing odors. Once you’ve chosen your herb or crafted a scented
blend, “whiz” a couple of tablespoons full of herbs with an equal amount of
baking soda to blend them together. Add borax after the blending process. Salt
may also be

used if borax is
not to one’s liking. Allow
the resulting mix to “steep” for
a day or two in a large recycled
glass jar. When it is ready,
sprinkle the mixture liberally onto
your carpet, work the powder into the
pile with a clean broom, and leave it on
as long as possible, at least five hours overnight would be better- then vacuum the rugs
well. Vacuuming it up will also fill the house with
clean safe repellant scent. You may want to restrict
pets from the carpeting so they don’t ingest the powder
when grooming.Years ago I made and gave away samples of this
“carpet freshener” at an Earth Day event. The following year folks with old carpets in camps that had been closed up in our humid environment attested to its
freshening qualities as well as the insect repellant capacity. Test the mixture on a
small area of carpet first to make sure it doesn’t have any adverse effects. Small
amounts sprinkled under paper in dresser drawers and left in open topped containers in closets and cabinets are also effective. My herbal blend was a savory
mixture including thyme, rosemary, garden sage,
pennyroyal, coriander seed, clove, and juniper berries crushed with baking soda
and people still ask for it.
Another way to freshen up the inside while cleaning is to place a few
drops of essential oil onto a cotton ball or scrap of cloth and place it in your
vacuum cleaner while you work. This will scent the exhaust from the machine
while you work, filling the air with fragrances of your choice, possibly enhancing your housecleaning experience in the process.
This is also a great time to take advantage of solar power to freshen up
stored blankets and cool weather wear. We don’t own a dryer, so this time of year
our clothesline alternates between the regular laundry and assorted blankets,
sweaters, and coats on sunny days. I have also used the closed up car as a “solar
dryer” to freshen up items donated for wildlife bedding. This also provides an
opportunity to see if things “still fit” our bodies and our style, or if it’s time to
move them along. There are many thrift
stores and organizations doing winter wear drives this time of year.Using some
herbal bounty and simple kitchen ingredients to help freshen our environments
can help keep a pleasant fragrance in the air and a smile on our face as we prepare for the season of indoor living ahead.

Hill Woman Productions
Wellesley Island NY 800-600-3831
Artfully blended Herbs, Oils
and Incense
More about Hill Woman and
Sue-Ryn at
www.hillwoman.com
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William Again

continued from page #1
where he had been, or what he was doing back
at Edgewood Place again, but I was not all that
happy to see my mystery brother just then, and
I did know he wouldn't be capable of speech for
five or ten minutes yet; so I went to the kitchen
and made coffee.
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months. His first words, or at least the first we
heard, were song lyrics he picked up from the
radio. Goodnight Irene, which he sang, not to
well, with some attempted yodeling, which he
must have picked up from the Hank Williams,
but never mastered.
Whether his underdeveloped legs were result
of a Thalidomide poisoning, inbreeding , or
just a chance mutation, we will never know. I
suppose he wasn't too well liked at home anyway,
and imagine he must have lived in somebody's
attic or cellar, or in a brush pile behind the outhouse for most of his life before he came to us.
Well, we were the Warrens, and we were
going to treat him justly, so the move down to
Ithaca was delayed while Dad tried to discover
who the boy was, and where he belonged.
In the meantime Mom , us kids, and the boy
went up to Lake Bonaparte.
He and I didn't always play well together.
It started with us earnestly stalking one another around the island, and developed into
scrambles, chases, climbs, swimming, and
wrestling, all of which and William was better
at that me.

William isn't my real brother. We never even
knew where he came from: he just appeared in
the garden with our dog Binker one day.
I was five years old. It was Spring of 1949
and we were getting ready to move from Lewis
County to Ithaca so dad could teach at Cornell.
I went to the bay window just as my father
came in the driveway and my mother went out
to meet him. I think we must have all seen the
Very quickly I grew to admire
strange boy in the garden at once.
and resent him equally.
His big dirty face was only high as Binker's
William would sometimes stay out in the
head, and he held on to her collar, as if he were
water
into the evening. Mom would call him in
using her to climb out of the ground.
and ring the camp bell, but there was no controlMy mother and father walked slowly toling William. Thinking of him out there on the
ward the boy, as if he might sink back into water as I lay safe in bed, I felt deep aloneness.
the ground if they were too abrupt.
In a few weeks of poking around, Dad could
not
establish William's identity, so he took on
They stopped few yards from him for what
seemed like a long time, talking at him I sup- guardianship for the mean time, and it was a
pose, and finally Dad took Binker by the col- long mean time. Mom and Dad named him Willar and led her toward the back door, the boy liam, for no reason I know of except that there
were no other Williams around, and the name
twaddling along side .
I tried to hold the door shut when they came Bonaparte, they pulled from the lake because it
up the steps, but Dad growled "BOY" through was handy, but it was appropriate enough
the door, and I stepped aside.
The boy was barefooted; His hair and skin
and clothing seemed to be all about the same
uncolor, except for around his mouth which
me must have put in the creek to drink. Mom
and Dad led Binker, boy attached, right up to
the bath room. I followed, well behind, and
watched from the upstairs hall.
He had freakishly short, slightly curved legs
like the jaws of pliers. His his toenails brown
and curled.
I didn't like anything about the situation. I
called Binker to me, and we went downstairs.
William was totally at home on Loon IsWilliam came fairly clean, but he never stayed
that way long, and he didn't talk for many land but never so in Ithaca . During the first

years there, mostly speechless he didn't go
to school and mostly went out only at night,
like a cat.
Sometimes I locked the doors when he
was out, but he would just go up a tree and in
at the third floor.
At Lake Bonaparte William would sometimes be gone for days at a time. He was
obviously able to take care of himself and
Mom and Dad couldn't keep William in, so
they grew to tolerate his wanderings. And
they couldn't adopt a child who didn't official
exist, but they did everything they could for
William. One of those things was to pay for
a hormone therapy which our doctor suggested might help restart the development of
William's attenuated legs.
What the primitive hormone therapy of
that time actually did, was it grew only his
Privates. This has complicated his life in
ways you can imagine for your self.
I took the coffee to William ; still in the
tub, in which he immediately spilled half the
coffee, then he slurped down the remaining
half as fast as he could, so he could finish it
before he spilled it again.
I poured him some more.
William told me that he had been up North
since last I saw him, and he only planned to
stay in Ithaca for a season. He wanted to
dip into the money economy briefly, to save
up for a bus ticket to Wyoming where he
knows some horses. Horses and William are
a Minotaur, if you have ever seen them. Not
many horses around Ithaca, where he mostly
wears his sheet rock stilts to be normal, and
used to borrow my bike to ride out of town.
The spring loaded sheet rock stilts work very
very well for him on the bike. I wished he
had his own bike, but every time he gets one,
usually free one way another, it gets stolen
from him.
William has no locks, has nothing to lock
anything to, and manages to get past locks
when he encounters them.. He had slept the
night before in my new garden shed, and
washed up in the watergarden.
It was a nice little shed, he let me know.

You can visit David Warren
and the world's tiniest town at

http://dogs-plot.blogspot.com
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Nineth in a continuing series by Bob Canino

continued from page #6

What (Really) Happened To Gary Wilcox? [Part One]
From Binghamton in the East to Jamestown
in the West, the Southern Tier of New York
is a wonderful array of bucolic landscapes,
natural wonders, and, at times, breathtaking
vistas. Its inherent beauty is so strikingly
apparent that AAA once dubbed NY State
Route 17- the highway that traverses the region- one of the "most scenic highways in
America." Paired with the Northern Tier of
neighboring Pennsylvania, the population
of the "Twin Tiers" is scattered throughout the many small rural towns that sit
nestled amidst the rolling foothills of the
Appalachins.

"oblong shaped" resembling an egg that was
hovering slightly above the ground. He estimated that it was approximately 20 feet long,
4 feet high and 15 to 16 feet wide. He later
stated that he "thumped it" and even kicked
it when he got closer. Determining that it was
definitely metallic and the color of aluminum,
Wilcox saw that the surface was smooth and
when he touched it " he detected no vibration nor was there "any sensation of heat of

Newark Valley is one of those small
towns. Founded in post-Revolutionary
times by land grant settlers and situated
halfway between Ithaca and Owego, it
is a scenic rural hamlet surrounded by
farmland. Ironically dubbed "one of the
most ordinary towns of in the Southern
Tier" what happened on a nearby farm
almost 50 years ago was anything BUT
ordinary.
The date was April 24, 1964 and the
Spring farming season was well underway. Up on Davis Hollow Road, about
2 miles northeast of the village, Gary
Wilcox,a 27 year old owner of a 300
acre farm was out doing morning chores
which included distributing the daily
ration of manure to his fields. He was
working a lower field above his house
and barn when he saw a very odd and
very bright flash of light on one of the
nearby hills.Observing that the flashing
was intermittent, Wilcox knew right away
that it wasnt a reflection of the sun on anything that lay up in the field, so he set out to
investigate. What he saw would land him
on the front pages of innumerable newspapers across the nation and around the world,
eventually gaining him international notoriety.
What Wilcox found was a metallic object,

anything else out of the ordinary." Standing back he was abruptily surprised when
he saw two little men each about 4 feet tall
come out from underneath the craft.Dressed
in white/metalic suits with no parts of their
body showing, they were carrying a metal
tray about a foot square "that was filled with
alfalfa, roots, soil, leaves and brush."
Badly frightened, Wilcox thought that some-

one might be playing a trick on him .Later, he recalled the first few minutes of the
incident: "their voices did not sound like
a voice I could describe. I could understand what was said, but [could not] tell
whether they were speaking English or
not." He didnt speak or say anything for
a few minutes and then he remembers the
Beings telling him, "Dont be alarmed we
have spoken to people before." For the
next two hours the little men proceeded to ask him several questions
about the mechanics of farming. He
explained to them about his tractor,
his manure spreader and then about
manure itself. Wilcox claimed that
"they were very interested in organic
substances as Mars (where they said
they came from) was rocky and not
fit for growing anything. In a more
bizarre moment in the encounter: "
Wilcox asked the Beings if he could
go with them [back to their planet].
They turned down his request, stating that their atmosphere would be
too thin. They added that they avoided congested areas on Earth because
of automobile fumes, as [the fumes]
seemingly interfered with the performance of their vehicles. They
preferred operating in areas where
the air was clean.They seemed so
interested in fertilizer that Wilcox
offered to bring up a bag and give
it to them. The Beings seemed to be
pleased with that and Wilcox indicated he would return with it for them
shortly. However they indicated that
they "must go", but before they left they
mentioned that they had a warning and a
prophecy to deliver.
NEXT TIME: A Warning for Earthpeople
and the Investigation(s) Begin.
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YOGA • PERSONAL GROWTH WORKSHOPS

Kripalu YOGA and

Wellness Center

Wellness for Body - Mind - Spirit
Come See Our New Fire Stone Circle
Available For Drummings And Events!

315-583-5500
14029 US RT 11 PO BOX 224, Adams Center NY 13606
www.KripaluYogaandWellnessCenter.org
email: nnykyc@gmail.com

LABYRINTH • MEDITATION • WALKING TRAIL

Where it's
all about
YOU!

"ME"
TIME

Rose Della Valle, LMT

Massage • Reiki
Past Life Journeys
Reflexology
Neuro-Muscular

Removal of Embedded Objects
(removing etheric objects that
are left overfrom past lives and
causing problems in this one)

Call today for your ME time!
315-289-8026

Sandra

Intuitive – Psychic Tarot
Spiritual Guidance
Channeling – Reiki
By Appointment
(315) 437-1414
9:00 am to 9:00 pm est
www.signsofspirits.com
signsofspirits@yahoo.com

Metaphysics of Love
The Journey to Meet Self
Addressing Your Concerns - With Dennis Cole
Go to metaphysicsoflove.com to send in your question

Can a person be "in love" with 2 people at the same time?
Dear Dennis,
I did what you said and made a list of the
qualities and attributes I would want in a significant other. Then I let it go.
Two of them appeared out of "nowhere."
Is it possible to love them both? What do I do
next? ~ E. M. W.
Dear E. M.,
A Yes, it is possible to be "in love" with more
than one person at the same time! However,
this depends on how we choose to define
"love."
"Falling in love" involves a good feeling
brain chemistry, which serves a biological
evolutionary purpose. However, this is often
a more exclusive or possessive love, because
the Ego wants to be "special."
On the other hand, Unconditional Love
comes from Oneness Consciousness - the realization that "It's All God"! In such a Unity
Consciousness there is a capacity to Love All;
to open the heart to the diverse Perspectives
of Our One Source Energy.
And, yes, there can be some special connections - "Soul Mates," if you will, with
some of our "Siblings in Spirit;" but there's
still the Unconditional love involved. Meaning: You do not need the "other's" behavior to
be such-and-such a way in order for you to
feel good.
In order for you to Love You!

This is our Journey
into Forever!

The love we seek is a reflection of the deeper
Inner Being's desire to unite in full intimacy
with the Creation.
Attracting "two of them" could suggest a
number of things, E. M.! At one level it might
reflect that there is such a powerful desire to
be loved that more outer (false) sources of
self love "appear." The inner state always attracts the outer conditions!
We always attract someone who represents
our transsexual side. Most relationships, until
we have grown Spiritually and emotionally,
are Unconscious!

Ideally we would be looking for a mate
with whom we can share love and grow, versus someone "to make me feel happy." When
we put the "Inner Marriage" first and Love
Self, then we are able to bring the wholeof-who-We-really-Are into the relationship.
Such an emotionally available relationship
does not need the "other" for us to feel Love.
Joy (Life's Purpose) is an inside job!

"Like attracts like"!

As for your question: "What do I do next?"
Be Self-ish! Be yourself! But do so without an
"attitude"; i.e., without resentment or judgements of any kind. Don't "sell your soul" by
compromising your values.
When you are clear and focused on how
you would love to feel and be in a relationship, then Source Energy – under the Great
Law of Attraction - will orchestrate and assemble all the cooperative "actors" into your
"Play," which you are "writing" by your conscious or unconscious choice of thoughts.
Thoughts which reflect your current beliefs
and self-picture!
The different qualities you love in each
of these two people you've attracted can be
found in one person, but you will always attract in accordance with your current, dominant, average choice of thoughts! And if that
calls for experiences involving love of more
than one; well there's no rules written "in the
sky" about any experience for growth being
"wrong."
Love you! Be yourSelf! Then you will attract a relationship that matches that love and
harmony - but without the confusion or ego
gratification games that can come about when
we are living by default.
"What next?" Enjoy the "Play," Knowing
that you can do no wrong and there can be
no "victims" in a Universe based on "Like attracts Like."
In Oneness,
Dennis

“Metaphysics of Love - The Journey to Meet Self”
4 CD SET IS NOW AVAILABLE
visit metaphysicsoflove.com & amazon.com

Metaphysical Times

These are wonderful times
for those who are Reiki:

Just
The
Facts
Part III

In 1919, Mikao Usui, the eventual founder of
Reiki, began his spiritual quest to
obtain An Jin Ryu Mei, which is the Zen Buddhist term for permanent, complete
enlightenment and peace. After 3 years of hard
work at a Zen Buddhist monastery, he
did not find what he was looking for. Deeply
disappointed, he sought the counsel of
the abbot of the temple.
The abbot then told him that perhaps he needed
to die. By this, he did not mean the
death of the ego, but the actual death of the
body.
According to Zen Buddhist beliefs, there are
certain age windows when enlightenment is
more likely to occur than others: 18-21; 27-29;
33-36 and 41-44. Usui, at thisvpoint in his life,
had already passed these age thresholds, so the
path to enlightenment became more difficult.
In Japanese Buddhism there are three pathways
to enlightenment. There's the temple experience, which is hard work, discipline and ego
destruction. He tried this for three years and it
didn't work for him. Then there's the extreme
trauma of physically, emotionally, or mentally
challenging life experiences.
The third way is through death. The Buddhist
belief is that if someone works hard on his inner self and spiritual development, when the
physical body is dying and the etheric body
begins to disintegrate, he may come to understand his true nature and then die enlightened.
So he went to Mount Kurama to die and hopefully become enlightened. He didn't go there to
fast or meditate. He went there to end his life,
to prepare for death. He sat in front of a small
hut on Mount Kurama and waited for death to
approach him. After about 20 days he had the
soul transforming experience of something hitting him in the forehead like a lightening bolt,
and he became unconscious.
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When he finally came to, he felt at complete
peace, within and without. He wondered if this
was the enlightenment that the abbot had told
him about. As tradition suggests, Usui went to his
teacher to confirm this. The abbot said yes, and
now you must go out and teach others.

his former career in political service. At this time,
the government was persecuting many healing
groups for healing without a medical license,
and their leaders were put in jail. Because of his
military connections, Usui was left alone and his
Reiki association flourished.

The abbot then asked him what else he had experienced. Usui told him that after he had his experience, he began his descent down the mountain,
tripped and ripped up one of his toenails. He put
his hand on his toe and it stopped bleeding and
stopped hurting. He thought this was rather peculiar.

On September 1, 1923, about a year and a half
after Usui started his Reiki association, the worst
earthquake in Japanese history hit Tokyo, at least
until that point in time. 140,000 people died,
700,000 houses were destroyed and 2,500,000
people were made homeless within a half an hour.

When he got down the mountain, he went to the
next village to get some water. In a tea shop, he
saw a girl who had a dental infection. He wondered if he could help her. He put his hand on her
cheek and soon the swelling went down and she
didn't feel pain anymore.
Upon hearing this, the abbot felt that these two
episodes were significant and was convinced that
Usui should include in his teaching, the teaching
of healing.
Usui then went home and began practicing this
healing on his family and friends. His experience
on the mountain took place in March of 1922.
One month later, in April of 1922, he started the
association called the Usui Reiki Ryoho Gakkai.
Many of his first students were officers from the
army and the navy, because he knew them from

The horrible part of this was that the earthquake
struck 2 minutes before noon when thousands of
homes and restaurants had lit firesfor noontime
meal preparation. What the earthquake didn't destroy, the fires finished off. Flammable materials
in industrial plants and explosions at a munitions
factory fed the flames. And then the oil tanks in
the city began to leak and burning oil was flowing through the streets. People tried to escape to
the sea, but even the sea was burning.
This was a terrible tragedy that continued its devastation of life in Tokyo for a long time to come.
With several hundred thousand people in need of
healing, Usui realized that there was no way he
could help all these people by himself. And so the
earthquake changed Reiki history completely.
Next issue:
Usui's mission to bring healing to the earthquake victims and the growth of Reiki

Reiki with Don Brennan
19 Years of Active Experience with Reiki

Usui Reiki Karuna Reiki® Jikiden Reiki
Reiki Treatments: Powerful, yet reasonably priced!
Reiki Classes: Quality Training, Thorough Practice

We love Reiki...and we love to share it!

Life Center for Well-Being
302 Parsons Drive, Syracuse NY 13219
315-468-5060 www.lifecenterforwellbeing.com
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Professor Booknoodle on Books :
Past and Future - Real and Unreal.

study the use and creation of myth, especially of seasonal
myth, and of regional legend, as means of inducing more
imaginative co-operation between man and nature." and
this: "Whilst guarding the right to literary experiment, to
endeavor to relate the the momentary flash of image or
phrase to an organized whole, renouncing the cult of novelty for its own sake as archaic and distracting."

THE
COSMIC
SHAPE

The first poem is titled THE COSMIC LEGEND, which
gives us the title of the book. It is a passionate explosion
of mythos and spirit presented in poetry of high beauty
and wonderful strength. I shall only present a few brief
excerpts , which, I hope will serve to demonstrate the poetic power of Mr. Nichols. (four periods in a row indicate
skipped lines)

A Forgotten Poetic Masterpiece
Literary historians say that before prose there was poetry. That may or may not be the case, but certainly poetry
speaks much more to and from primal imaginings than
does prose. We can look at a landscape and describe
in minute and careful detail each and every facet of the
'lay of the land'. Pages and pages of descriptive voluminosity may give us but a quotidian pronouncement
that the land is hilly, that the land is filled with trees and
shrubbery, and that a stream runs through it down the
hillside. And, indeed, there are masters of prose, such
as Thomas Hardy who give us rich descriptive passages
into which we can travel … but in prose, no matter how
rich and wonderfully precise in detail, we travel through
it and come out the at the end, still sitting in our easy
chair - wistful. And the prose, while it may indeed strike
a telling resonance within us, remains on the page.
One line of poetry, on the other hand, can forever lift
us into a magical realm - and there are indeed classic
children's stories and magical novels that do this very
thing - but I am not addressing them - allow me my
pressing fantasy and that fantasy is that of all types of
literature, it is poetry that most speaks to and from the
soul. Not really fantasy, for it is true. Yes - true; a single
line of verse, laden with profound meaning, hidden ,
possibly to those whose will denies the mystic, but pregnant with meaning and possibility to those who have an
open heart and an unrestricted mental consciousness. A
single line of verse can take root in the heart - in the
soul … forever.
I have before me a book - a book by two individuals
- only one of them is a poet - one is an essayist, the
other a poet; or perhaps they were both poets but in this
book only one of them is THE POET. Not all poets consciously set out to produce poetry of mystical import.
But each one of them, whether speaking plainly of rustic
but doughty country folk, or casting about in the nether
reaches of mythology and history for universal truths,
or dreaming from a mountain top and sending out spiritual insights in swift, puissant poetic pronouncements
enriches our world with a thing far beyond the leaden,
clayey feet of prose. Such is the poetry of "The Cosmic
Shape".
You may say, wait a minute! How can there be two authors of a single poetry? Well, don't worry , it is not
poetry by committee. Ross Nichols is THE POET, and
James Kirkup the essayist. Kirkup is the individual who
first gives us , in this book, a wonderful discourse on the
importance of ancient mythologies as both source and

continuing natural sustenance to modern humanity and,
especially to our poetic consciousness. The essay alone is
worth the price of admission. Mind you, this is a generation before Joseph Campbell's illuminating work. Kirkup's
essay is certainly prose, but of the best sort, as it informs
and it points our minds to intricacies and formulations and
possibilities:
"Mankind may have grown out of myths simply as explanations of the universe; but its need for myth as dramatization
of nature's processes, as shapes to feed the imagination, as
foci for seasonal activities, is probably as great as ever."
And this, wherein we see the germ of New Age deliberations (it was 1946) about the necessity of regaining our
roots and our connection to the land and the universe (after
a devastating World War):
"The bringing back of average people to a land from which
they have been divorced by industrial developments over
which they have had little if any control is urgently necessary; … this means we are again at the ground-plan of
civilization; we have to consider the conditioning of the
assumptions made by the average man, a man now strangely alien from the earth: doing in new form the work done
by the earlier myths."
Kirkup's essay, "An Examination of Creative Myth", is
excellent and still speaks to us, maybe even with a greater
sense of urgency, as the world we know, love and cherish
is being threatened by corporate, industrial machinations
that will ruin forever our environment. Some of the chapters (short as they are): The Gods and the Soil; Myths and
Greater Faith; The Social Functioning of Myth; The Native Deities; The Archtype of the Cosmic Myth; Some New
Valuations of Myth.
Which brings us to our POET, Ross Nichols, a mapmaker
of the "mind's anatomy". He and Kirkup present a statement
of intent just prior to the poems, which says, in part: "In the
belief that myth and legend, new or old, are of operative
value in the adjustment of man to natural environment, to

"Coos the ringdove with incipient domesticity,
fishes dart in water manifold in progeny.
The May-King leads the celandine smiling over field
and hill,
Adonis the white hunter tips his arrow for the kill.
On mountain-side the moon Selene loves Endymion's
sleep,
monthly in her waxing waning dotes upon his fleecetouched cheek.
Adonis will not Aphrodite, Endymion care but for his
sheep:
yet goodness of love and death still the young men seek.
Dark the young strength of Arthur's name,
pale as the fatal horse his fame
who Gascoyne too with iron hook (swimming serpent of
the night)
fisher of the northern mere and islands scarfed with
light.
The cup is filled the cup has power
the waters of new vision flow,
the crops upstart, and into flower
the later grasses grow.
The deep mist drowns the northern land
and channels of the yellow south
floodwater fills; the lance upstands
and pierces the balloons of drought.
Within the storehouse fill the shelves.
The people in the copper throne
intensely burnished, see themselves:
the people and the king are one.
Legend of the earth's beginning, of the unaccomplished
state Innocent of crime and virtue, Isis and her Horus-mate
son and husband, master tale whereon the race-myths variate."
In another poem, THE GLASS FABLE, portents of
doom given … such an old mythos .. awake! awake! pay
attention.
"The young prince rides in the wood
alone, upon a crimson steed.
The green leaves are gone,
the white flowers are a ghost the rain
dissolves, and dead leaves remain.
….
He speaks not, his tears fall on the ground.
The sun is frozen
in the distant archways of the clouds.
He wears the twilight as a veil
and darkness follows in his train.

continued on page #20
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We Mean Business In New York!

Some of the Metaphysical businesses that you should get to know in the New York State
• Kris Faso
Seer, Psychic, Medium
(315) 483-0074
www.krisfaso.com

• Cindy Griffith
Psychic Consultant
315-685-8395 or
toll free 877-511-3510
cindytarot@me.com
www.PsychicSupport.com

• Orion Book Sales
315-687-7695

• Dennis Cole
Astrolger & Metaphysical
Consultant
315-457-9141
denniscole@lycos.com
www.aquariusservices.net

• Libra Services
315-720-8752
libraservices.biz
• Hill Woman Productions
Wellesley Island NY
800-600-3831
www.hillwoman.com

• Sandy
(315) 437-1414
signsofspirits.com
email signofspirits
@yahoo.com
• Two Hawks Gallery
(607) 749-2889
twohawksgallery@odyssey.net
twohawksgallery.com
• Mother Earth Health Foods
733 South Bay Road
North Syracuse, NY 458-2717
• Mystic Side
404 North Main St.,
North Syracuse, NY
(315) 214-0200 (800) 750-4113
mysticside2006@yahoo.com
www.mysticsidegiftbookstore.net
• The Mustard Seed
969 Arsenal St, Watertown, NY
(315) 788-2463
www.watertownmustardseed.com
• Virginia R. Waldron
Consulting Hypnotist
RoseHeart Center
gatkepr@dreamscape.com
www.GateKeeperGuidance.com
• Dreaming Cougar Woman
Guidance by Deborah
315-383-9752
• Suzanne Masters
www.Healingartpassages.com
(315) 426-9987
• Reverend Corbie Mitleid
518-275-9575
corbie@firethespirit
www.firethroughspirit.com
•. Mary Riposo
Certified Usui Reiki
(315) 449-0040
DrMary@twcny.com
• Infinite Light Yoga
315-480-1996
Syracuse/Camillus NY
www.InfiniteLightYoga.com

• Ted Silverhand
Native Seer
www.tedsilverhand
607-857-6372
• Healthy Vibrations
315-339-1404
Healthyvibs@gmail.com
•. Cynthia McCaffrey
Donwood Office Park
135 Old Cove Rd.,
Liverpool, NY 13090
315-559-7120
• Angelic Inspirations
Massage Therapy
Darlene Mielcarek, LMT
(315) 895-7677 1-877-869-9749
• NYLIGHT • Roger
(315) 941-6240
nylight444@hotmail.com
Utica, NY ~ Syracuse, NY
• Wil Alaura
315-696-6497 or
315-481-3273 cell or
walaura@twcny.rr.com
• Krpalu Yoga Center
14029 Route 11,
Adams Center, NY 13606
(315) 583-5500
www.kripaluyogaandwellnesscenter.org
• Barbara Konish &
New Moon Psychic Fair
31 Tottenham Road Rochester, NY 14609
(585) 224-8657
NewMoonForYou.com
barbarakonish@frontiernet.net
• Peace Dreamers
139 State Street, Auburn
(315) 420-7476
www.peacedreamers.com
• Kimberly Ward
Reiki Master/Teacher
223 JB Wise Place, Empsall Plaze,
Suite 27 Watertown, NY
315-783-6867

• Sandra L. Smith Reiki Master
(315) 783-1892
Email: handsofki@yahoo.com
www.handsofki.com
•. Indigo Massage & Gifts
Courtney Noel Flynn, LMT
3522 James St. Suite #207
(315) 383-2265
www.indigosyracuse.etsy.com
• Life Center for Well-Being
Reiki with Don Brennan
302 Parsons Dr., Syracuse, NY
315-468-5060
www.lifecenterforwellbeing.com
• CHEROKEE LADY
1808 State Route 31
Lakeport, New York 13057
633-9415
• Barbara Bennett
www.reikireadingsandmore.com
barb@reikireadingsandmore.com
• Francine Bizzari
315-252-8589 francinebizzari.com
• Starlight Enterprises
Diane LeBeau 315-699-5812
• Healer’s Crystal Healing & Gifts
315-559-6119
healerscrystal.com
• Mark Shaughnessy
315-437-7433
` markshaughnessy.com
• Coleen Shaughnessy
Spirit Center
3522 James St. Syracuse, NY 13206
315-437-7433
coleenshaughnessy.com
• Joanna Lipton
po box 94 East Syracuse, NY 13057
jlipton444@live.com
315-432-9090
• The Fey Dragon
52 W. Bridge St., Oswego, NY
Feydragon.com
315-450-0423
• Ahhh... Reiki
Robin T. Waterbury
315-216-4156
315-529-9710
• Shaman Myrddin
315-216-4156

42 James St., Alex Bay, NY 13607
315-482-2294
realmshift.com
• Kripalu Yoga and Wellness Center
14029 US RT 11 PO BOX 224, Adams
Center NY 13606
KripaluYogaandWellnessCenter.or
15-583-5500
• Liverpool Art Center
Sandra Fioramonti
(315) 234-9333
www.artsandhealing.com
• Fields of Gold
Sue Beehm
Waterville, NY (315)861-5917
email: sbeehm@gmail.com
• Mystery House
Marcus and Ginger Royce
315-955-0774 / 315-788-6606
www. mysteryhouseupny.net
• Psychic Thyme
49 Monroe Ave.
Rochester, NY 14607
• Rose Della Valle, LMT
315-569-8529
• Sticks n Stones
126 Est Main St. Waterville, NY
315.939.8814
• Full Circle
134 Main St. Oneida, NY
315.440.9933
fullcircleoneida.com
fullcircle22@yahoo.com
• Whispering Angel
Shelly Beyer
315-788-8877 315-771-3598
www.whisperingangel.net
whisperingangel@imenet.net
• Beyond Natural Health Center
7174 State Fair Blvd., Syracuse, NY
315-395-4483
beyondnaturalhealthcenter.com
• Willow
Reiki Master Teacher
315-471-4302
Willow-Spirit@aol.com
• Nataur Tyme
Health Food Store
Cafe • Salon • and much more
3160 Erie Blvd E Dewitt, NY 13214
(315) 488-6300 Natur-tyme.com

metaphysicaltimes.com
• The Realmshift Center

CNY’s most comprehensive Metaphysical event listings
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continued from pg #1

On the consideration of Hydrofracking

There is little discussion of the impact to air quality in areas of fracking. Accompanying well pads which often cover about five acres, are compressor
stations which pump the harvested gas through pipelines. These compressors are fueled by diesel engines that run 24 hours a day, making constant
noise, emitting diesel exhaust and venting fracking chemicals and methane
into the air. This mix creates a layer of ground level ozone which can cause
serious lung damage.
The gas industry has plans to put over 80,000 wells in Upstate New York.
While New York has boasted that it will have some of the strictest gas drilling regulations in the country, in fact it has proposed some of the most lax
guidelines. According to the DEC’s Supplemental Generic Environmental
Impact Statement or SGEIS, well pads will be permitted within one hundred
feet of a home or school and three hundred feet from a water well. New
York also has a law called Compulsory Integration. Even if you do not sign
a gas-drilling lease, you may be forced to allow drilling to take place under
your land.
If you are worried, you are not alone. When the SGEIS was released it
received more than 66,000 comments from the public, an unprecedented
number for anenvironmental issue. During the past year there have been
numerous efforts at lobbying the State Legislature, letter writing, rallying,
and local efforts to get towns to pass moratoria and bans. Scientists, engineers, medical professionals and medical associations have made pleas to
the governor’s office to listen to objective science, rather than that presented
by a particular industry and its adherents.
What can you do? Find out what stance your town is taking with regard
to gas drilling. Read everything you can about hydrofracking and inform
your friends and neighbors. Circulate a petition requesting that your town
pass a moratorium to halt any possible gas drilling activity while your town
board better understands the human and financial costs of this process. If a
moratorium is already in place, follow the same process to request that your
town enact a ban. It will be vital to get like-minded residents to attend and
speak-up at town meetings. If your town board is unresponsive, remind them
that their primary responsibility is to protect the health, safety and welfare of
their constituents. Finally, write to and call your local and state politicians
and let them know that this issue will affect theway you vote.

Betsy Sams, soul proprietor, one of the
original founders, has brought a fresh
new look and feel to the space. The store
still carries all of your basic holistic items
like; hand crafted essential oils and candles,
stones/crystals, jewelry, sage, incense,
books, reading cards and more but there
has been a deep restructuring of
prices that makes stocking
up on your favorite items
much easier on the budget.

Betsy Sams

315-461-1022
www.Healing-Inspirations.com
215 First St. Liverpool, NY 13088

Hathaway’s
Elemental Light

Hand Made Healing Oils & Gifts

“Custom wire wrapped jewelry” & other little goodies

Barbarah@twcny.rr.com
(315) 593-2033 • cell (315) 529-5152

Linda Bloser
(315) 337-7021

For informtion and Linda's events
please visit: aura-reflections.com

See Your Aura

House Parties
or by
Appointment
THE COLORS
OF YOUR LIFE

AURA
Photography

404 North Main St. North Syracuse
315-214-0200 • 800-750-4113
OPEN: WEDNESDAY – SUNDAY
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Developing
Communication
with Spirit
and
Finding
Purpose
by Dave Bennett
Since Voyage of Purpose was released, I
have been receiving increasingly more correspondence from people who are starting
on similar paths as mine. Some are asking,
“How can I develop communication with
Spirit and find my purpose?” In this article
I want to encourage and give some initial
guidance and recommendations.
Developing our communication with Spirit
can be confusing and difficult, especially
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in the beginning and even more troubling
when trying to use that communication for
finding purpose. I've learned it requires
spending time to discern what is Spirit communication and what is normal mind chatter. I had similar problems especially after
my Near-Death Experience (NDE), because
my mind would sometimes try to sound like
Spirit. I found it helpful to start using Creativity to help me get a handle on what was
Spirit and what was incessant mind chatter.
I believe our inspiration comes from Spirit.
I know we all have something that we love
to do that brings about inspiration, maybe
it’s music, art, crafts, writing or whatever.
As we participate in these activities that
bring us joy, I recommend devoting all our
attention to it and see what new ideas pop
into our consciousness. Explore the new
ideas further and try to accomplish them. I
found as I worked in my creativity my heart
would sing when new inspiring ideas came
into my thoughts. That is a very subtle way
Spirit can start to communicate so we can
hear it above the chatter in our brains.

I also recommend meditation to everyone
on a spiritual path, I know, I know, that
in itself can be a challenge. Meditation is
great, yet if your having trouble quieting the
mind try a ceremony before the meditation.
Ceremony gives the mind a chance to wind
down. Something like lighting a candle and
giving your gratitudes for all the good and
all the obstacles in life, then visualize them
going into the light so they can achieve the
highest good for all. I found that simple
ceremonies gives the mind something to do
and helps in quieting it, For example, look
at all the ceremony that is part of church
services, they have a purpose.
Take a moment to unplug from all the technology and visual sensations. Focus instead
on “Being.” Once we tap back into the
world around us we can see it as it really
is; Multiple streams of consciousness that
are part of a single wholeness with infinite
possibilities.
Our Purpose reveals itself with spiritual maturity.
continues on page #29

PAST • PRESENT • FUTURE
www.TedSilverhand.com
According to Native tradition, there was always a special
person in each tribe that one could go to for answers to
dreams, visions and future events.
These special people are called Tellers or Seers.
Ted Silverhand, a Tuscarora Indian from North Carolina,
is a member of the Sagarrisa family and the Bear Clan.
The Sagarrissa have been known and acclaimed as Seers
for generations
For many, Silverhand has become more than a traditional
Seer or Teller. He has become a life consultant.

Ted Silverhand
Native Seer
(607) 857-6372

Visit Ted Silverhand at these events:
Apr 21-22  ............ Hearthstone (Buffalo)
Apr 27-29........................Wichendon MA
May 7-12................ Kahnawake, Quebec
May 18-21.......... Kitchner -Waterloo, NY
June 5-9......................... Akwasasne, NY
June 21-28..... Manitoulin Island, Ontario
July 14-15................ Metaphysical Times
Psychic Fair, OCC Syrause, NY

Metaphysical Times
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Serving the upstate New York communities, located in Watertown and serving
all the surrounding areas: Metaphysical and gift store
accepting all major credit cards and paypal.... www.mysteryhouseupny.com
or you can call for appointment at 315-955-0774 / 315-788-6606
If you mention this ad you will receive a 10% discount on your order.
Visit us at: mysteryhouseupny.net
Sincerely, Marcus and Ginger Royce

NY LIGHT

Angel Light
Spiritual Center
of Utica, NY
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Services

Hands-on-healing,
Chakra balancing
Cleansing,
Tuning fork therapy,
Spirit messages,
Life path guidance

www.NYlightangelcenter.com
nylight444@hotmail.com • 315-941-6240
Appointments in Syracuse & Utica NY
Call for more information and appropriate fees.
LIGHTWORKERS ASK ABOUT RENTAL SPACE – MONTHLY OR PER DEIM

Past
Life
Recall

Not a reading you
experience it
$70.00 per Session
By appointment only

Robert
Steingraber
315-476-8823
wiccantank
@netscape.com

CLAIRVOIANT
PSYCHIC
MEDIUM
REIKI
315-633-5546
REIKIREADINGSAND MORE.COM
BARB@
REIKIREADINSANDMORE.COM
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New Vision Learning Center
presents our eighth

sychic

Holistic Fair

Sunday, Oct. 21, 2012
10:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
At the historic,
amazing, spectacular

Beardslee
Castle
123 Old State Road

Rt. 5, six miles east of Little Falls
3 miles west of St. Johnsville

READERS

Dennis Cole - Intuitive Astrologer
Georgia - Hand Reading
Deb V - Tarot
Kara - Tarot
Karls Kolsbun - Psychic Reader
Debbie DeRushia - Shamanism
Coleen Shaugnessy - Psychic Intuitive
Bill Wenzel - Fortune Telling with Playing Cards
Dennie Maslak - pet psychic

VENDORS

Orion Marketing - Discounted Books
New Vision Learning Center - Aura Photography,
Gifts, Numerology, Spiritual Path & Bio-Rythem Reports
Hillwoman - Blended Herbs, Incense, Gifts from the Earth
Tee Pee - Native American Gifts and Crafts
Plaid Pallettes - Everything Celtic
Mystical Manifesttions - Hand-crafted Jewelry

Free Lectures • Raffles
Free Gifts with Admission

For Information call: 315-687-7695
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The 8th Annual

Cortland Holistic Living Expo &
Psychic Fair 2012

October 13 & 14
Sat. 10am - 7pm • Sun. 10am - 6pm

Ramada Inn, 2 River St., Cortland, NY
Just off Exit 11 on I-81

Featuring:
Readers, Vendors,
Daily Lectures
JUST FOR -

YOU!!

Psychics

• Dennis Cole - Intuitive Astrologer
• Coryelle Kramer - Animal Communicator
		 (Bring photo of pet)
• Sandra Fioramonti - Intuitive Spirit Paintings
• Corbie Mitleid - Medium, Tarot
• Cindy Griffith - Psychic, Tarot
• Rev. Jane - Medium, Healer
• Danielle Litteer - Intuitive Consultant
• Sandra Argus - Intuitive, Psychic, Tarot
• Mark Shaughnessy - Animal Card Reading
• Ted Silverhand - Native Seer, Life Consultant
• Georgia Cuningham - Art of Reading Hands
• Barbara Konish - Medium, Psychic

Holistic Practitioners & Vendors
• Hill Woman Productions - Artfully Blended
Herbs, Oils, and Incense
• Two Hawks Gallery - Stones, Crystals,
		 Metaphysical Items
• Beth’s Natural Way - Kinesiology,
		 Organic Health Foods
• Orion House - New Age Books, Tarot Cards
• Don Brennan - Reiki Treatments
• Barbara Hathaway - Metaphysical Jewelry
Designer
• Janet Jacobs, LMT - Reflexology &
Meridian Massage

Admission fee is $6.00

Please bring a non-perishable food item to be donated tothe Helping Hands Food Pantry of Cortland.

Information: (607) 749-2889 or www.twohawksgallery.com
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11th
excitin!g
year

Psychic Festival

& Holistic Healing Expo
Saturday, October 20
& Sunday, October 21
The Dome Center in Rochester, NY
Doors open at 10 a.m. both days

Tickets: $7 at the door ($10 for a two-day pass)
$5 for seniors/students
The New Moon Whole Life Expo is the region's largest Psychic Fair and Mind-Body-Spirit
event offering readers, healers, authors and wellness-minded vendors from around the world.
This show runs simultaneously with the Gem & Mineral Show, also in the Dome Center.

Worth a trip ere!
from... Anywh
Producer –

Barbara Konish – Rochester, New York

For Information, Full Listing of Exhibitors or
to Contact the New Moon Whole Life Expo Please Visit:

newmoonforyou.com
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Hypnosis for Fears and Phobias

By Virginia R. Waldron, CH
In hypnosis we use a process of systematic desensitizing, gently and permanently, to help our clients
overcome and release fears and phobias. So, what is
fear? What is a phobia? How arethey different? How
are they the same?
The dictionary tells us that ‘fear’ is the emotion
or condition of being afraid; an uneasy and disquieting feeling that one is threatened, not in control. A
‘Phobia is a persistent, abnormal, or irrational fear
of a certain thing or group of things that goes beyond
fear’s unease.
A Fear is something you CAN deal with
A Phobia is something you CANNOT deal with fear intensified
The subconscious mind does not differentiate between real and unreal. If you think hard enough about
something that causes a feeling or emotion, you will
feel it. What the mind believes the body manifests. If
the mind perceives something as a threat, even if that
belief is not part of the real world, the whole person
experiences fear and dread.
A phobia is an irrational fear, the experience of
which can produce an irrational response - such as
chewing ones nails, or a massive response where
the body systems are involved, as in a panic attack.
The word "phobia" originates from a god of ancient
Greece - Phobos the god of Fear. There are countless
definitions of phobia, but the most apt one defines a
phobia as "a fear of a fear".
Fears or phobias are not rational, they do not
come from the rational part of the mind, they are not
cognitive, they don’t need to make sense to anyone
else to be painfully real and powerful. Individuals
with these issues often spend lifetimes avoiding any
circumstances that bring them into contact with the
object of their fear and dread; or they go to their doctor and often end up taking drugs like antidepressants. Hypnosis, on the other hand, can, in most
cases, eliminate or alleviate the fear or phobia with
minimal effort and no negative side effects.

Hypnosis, Regression, and Desensitization

One very effective and often immediate way of
releasing and overcoming a fear or phobia is with
hypnotic regression. This is a process where through
the altered state that is hypnosis, the subject moves
through memories that are affiliated with the fear or
phobia, right back to the original experience, what
we call the initiating event. This is the place where
the negative emotional charge was first experienced
and a trigger is set up that repeats the negative emotional charge whenever the memory is touched.
Sometimes we know where that place is,
most
often we think we do but we don’t. Through hypnosis and regression we can find that place, the event
where the fear is initiated. Most often this is all within the subconscious mind, and not much lies above
the surface in the conscious mind. Finding this

source enables and empowers the subject to release
the negative charge and let go of the fear. Once that
is accomplished, any associated emotions or fears
are also released.
The basis for regression is that once the origins
are brought to light, once we know where the negative energy is blocked, we can release it, let it go
- name it and claim it - and we will be free of it.
Hans Ten Dam writes in his many books about regression therapy that “It is what we do not know
about ourselves that can hurt us.” Knowing what
the origins of the
fear allows us
to reclaim our
power,
all
the energy
and power
we
have
put
into
holding that
fear at bay
returns to
us and we
are released
from
its
control over
us. In the
article I wrote
a few years
ago, “Kiki’s Fish
Story”, Kiki
had spent her entire
life, over 40
years, with such a
strong aversion
to fish that the smell
of someone having eaten a fish dinner
being near her
would make her gag and the sight of fish swimming
in an aquarium would make her nauseous and dizzy.
While doing some past life work for another issue,
she discovered the place where the smell or sight
of fish was deeply associated with shame and guilt.
Bringing to the surface of the conscious mind the
source of the negative emotional charge allowed her
to understand her aversion, realize that it
was in the past (some 1600 years ago) and had no
place in her current life. Today, more than 14 years
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later, she enjoys eating fish on a weekly bsis.
Desensitization, as a process with hypnosis and
regression, focuses more in the current life, but uses
regression to find the source of the issue - the origins of the fear or phobia in the current life. Step by
step, the subject moves towards the initiating event,
releasing any negative emotional charge that comes
up, and allowing the client to dissociate from that
event with the awareness that they are safe and calm
no matter what. There are several techniques where
thiscan be done safely and with ease and comfort. In
some the event is re-framed so there is no
longer any cause for the fear.
In the case of a flying phobia, for example, the
hypnotist will take them through the entire experience of taking a trip on a plane, from initial stage
of choosing to make the trip to entering the airplane and landing at their destination, step by step.
At each step the the negative charge of the fear or
phobia is released, at a subconscious and conscious
level.
Of course, the individual must want to get rid
of their fear or phobia and must act in partnership
with the hypnotist, in order for it to be fully effective. If for any reason the person believes there is
still something to be gained by being afraid - even
unconsciously - they will resist the changes of being free of their fear. This is the kind of emotional
baggage that would require a fully qualified mental
health practitioner’s expertise. You know the joke -

How many psychologists does
it take to change a lightbulb?
It depends - first the lightbulb
has to really want to change. ....

Metaphysical Times
continued from page #11
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THE COSMIC SHAPE

Around his head
the night begins to brood.
Upon his shoulders slant
the last leafless shadows, and a faint
horn is sounding in his brain.
…..
The prince is at the door,
before a golden window
the shepherd-boy is seen
his face is glimmering like swans
through countless dark, translucent screens
they pass like specters into glass
as leaves sink through the surface of a lake.
….
And over all a gray arch bends
in which is hung one soundless, cloud-filled bell
that listens in the centre of the night.
this is petrifaction that can breathe and stir.
From hidden, countless stars the pillars
hang like stalactites; and pedestals
emerge and grow from bases in the floor;
the cornices and parapets along the topless halls
are fashioning their own design,
and put forth ornament and peristyle,
capital and plinth, as any growing plant
delivers teems of flowers to the air.
….
In all the air a strange hush hangs,
as if a multitude had vanished;
the lutes, the lyres, and the harps
that lean their heavy, gilded wings from galleries of
clouds,
await the touch and return of invalid musicians:
the empty crescent of a ballroom
hovers fluorescent on the dark - a masquerade
of dancers has dissolved, here, and fallen
inexplicably into the darkened radius of the moon.
Who is THE SLEEPER IN THE EARTH? which poem
begins more prosaically, with what may be deemed, even,
a conversational attitude, as the poet regales his audience:
"I wish that I could tell you all,
and how it came to be
that I, a wanderer on hidden roads,
was roused from the mephitic spell of clay
in which my weightless hair had seemed to drag my
loaded head away.
How I, a chained creature, whose elastic shadow
chafed at the freedom of the public parks,
was suddenly constrained to make my best departure,
summoned by an urgent bell, that stopped
my heart with silence at a shut gate's iron No.

poison, suddenly as spring, or night in the tropics.
Who is it that speaks in this poem? Further on, a clue
is offered:
I am the earth's black crescent
shadow on the white wall of the moon.
I can be simple or profound
like mountains or indolence,
unapproachable as silence, and good as love.
I love the shape of man, I am the warm
current in the grey rock of grief.
My skin is white or dark, my clothing fur
or silk or grasses: still my curious human form
remains unchanged, my blood is warm with love.
You clouds, that go
before me if I am the wind,
and die for me if I am rain or snow,
are made whole again, somewhere,
somehow, by a secret we all shall know.
You, volcanoes, whose black
hearts bleed in pits of ice,
and you, the jellied sea-cave, re-echoing
a harp-shaped ocean, like a delicate shell
embedded in the forehead of the listening cliff.
Darkness, you, too
with your mysterious offerings
of sleeplessness and sleep,
and sometimes the moon's half-smile
immobilizing action in a dream of flight.
And memory, that comes and goes
without a sound, and at a word
revives and flourishes like toy
flowers in the remembering brain's
dark pool of lost colours.
Illness, that breaks the hand's subtle lines
and numbs the cherished face with pain, or fright …
(O pain, destiny and death, O how
shall we destroy you, glittering
underground, inexhaustibly mineral?)
All these I find again
as I dream I move within
my chrysalis of wood and earth.
Wait for my hollow eyes to be re-opened
and my limbs to be renewed in Time's
curious rebirth.
I walk now
through the earth gathering flowers.

And I became a veiled figure of the evening, hurrying
along deserted pathways, sinister, alone, and always late There is much of Arthurian suggestion and hints of
…
Taliesin wisdom, For those entranced by the powerfully
how with half-averted face
imagined mythology of the distant Celtic past he offers a
I stumbled slowly round the darkened room of death.
CELTIC SONG
But it is difficult for you to know
that I cannot announce myself
Browse around my island-ground
conventionally, with formulated greeting:
mute my trees and magic flocks,
no, I must take you unawares, insidious as fear, or slow brown sands silvered: tabor sound
in and out the giant rocks.

Birds of glory and of pain
diving into stream and sea
in the rainbow-coloured rain
are fishing for the salmon beauty.
In the white mists hang the saints
standing on seraphic stones
of cloud reflecting in the sea,
over ossifying bones
browsing on eternity.
Mute my trees and magic flocks,
tabor in the giant rocks.

From a poem titled FLOWER AND SPIRIT we acquire the
following (and this shall be the last I shall excerpt from
Nichol's beautiful work:
Pattern repeats, the mother pattern linking
design between humans, ritual elaborations
the primitive and the fantastic decorations
the enrichment of Thibet and Nijinsky's arabesques …
Fixed hieratic formal
the quartered symbol of the golden flower
in thousand variations: universal dream
primary in the mind's anatomy,
a symptom, an expression, a purgation,
fixated shape of madness and of art,
man's flower of unfoldment.
….
With spirit draw trees, rocks and clouds, so that the heart
spirit-resonant, shall be able
to move the hearts of beholders, and cause them to ponder
behind appearance upon the very meanings.
The spirit causing the brush to move is seizing
without doubt the shape of things
and in an order will establish them;
and so from the wonderful winnows by art the true.
and following flexible the transient forms
of mists and moon, of skies and wind,
between the scene and the ink and the brush must move
rapidly, so that all things fly or move.
and so from the heart reach to significance
and so from reality move to one sublime meaning
uniting the likeness and the spirit in truth.

Ross Nichols partakes of all western mythology and sacred
memory in his poems (and some of the East too). He dares
to reflect on the terrible. He rejoices in the beautiful. It is
all there as can hardly be sufficiently pictured in these brief
lines. A poet is like a guide, pointing out the placement
of our feet on the path so that we may come safely out on
the other end. We traverse the path they limn through the
dark - as they have painted with enlightening gold its edges
like the sun on a dark cloud. This poet's path leads to and
through the heart.

THE COSMIC SHAPE - An Interpretation of Myth and
Legend with THREE POEMS and Lyrics.
by Ross Nichols and James Kirkup. Published by The
Forge Press, London, (1946) The Second Edition.
The book is long out of print and may be difficult to find.
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Fourth in a series by Tony Riposo

Yoga, Wellness, and Self Discovery - part 4

YOGIC BREATHING

by Tony Riposo

How often are you aware
of your breath? Everything
you do throughout every
moment of the day is inseparably connected to the way
you breathe. The quality and
the rhythm of your breath
changes the way you experience whatever you are doing and most importantly,
your overall wellness. So how are you breathing?
You might be thinking, "I breathe just fine, after
all I have been breathing all of my life." Ah but
could you breathe better? Your overall wellness
is reflective of the quality of your breathing habits. In fact, of all of the sources of energy that sustain us the breath is the most important; without
it we die in minutes. Interestingly, most people
never work on their breath. Our breath is a habitual experience, something that we just do and
take for granted, but you can change the way you
breathe just like you can change anything you do.
Think of breathing as a form of exercise, a way
to strengthen your respiratory muscles so you can
be healthier.
On average, most people are shallow breathers utilizing only about two fifths of their lung
capacity. Shallow breathing affects our overall
wellness because our bodily systems depend on
certain levels of oxygen to maintain functionality. By exercising our breathing muscles we
breathe fuller breaths and we increase oxygen
saturation levels in our bodies which promotes
overall health and wellness.
The breath is connected to everything you do and
every function of your body. The level and ratio
of your breathing directly affects mental activity, brain function, memory, nerve transmission,
mood, stress and energy levels. Fuller breathing
also has a positive effect on metabolism, the immune system and healing abilities. Breathing
massages internal organs helping digestion and
elimination and strengthens the respiratory muscles. Breathing practices have also been found to
be helpful with respiratory issues like asthma, allergies and sinus conditions. So how does all this
tie into yoga?
Yoga has been using breathing practices for thousands of years. In yoga, the breathing practices

are called Pranayama. Prana means energy or
life force, the energy that sustains us; and Yama
means to control, master or restrain. So the practice of breathing or Pranayama is the practice of
being in control of your life force energy. Becoming conscious of what you are doing creates
an opportunity to change your behavior. You
change your very being by changing the relationship you have with your breath. You are not
just breathing; you are the one that is breathing.
Yogic breathing practices are usually led at the
beginning of a class and are used to create a certain kind of experience depending on the type
of class. There are dozens of yogic breathing
practices, all wonderful and beneficial depending on what you're looking to do, but the most
important thing is that you practice. As with
anything, the more you practice the better you
become at doing it, using it, controlling it, and
understanding it.

begin to change your habitual breathing patterns
and the relationship you have with your life; your
mind, body and spirit. You start to have control
over how you are and what is happening to you.
If you change your breath, you change your
world.
For more information on breathing from a yogic
perspective and easy to learn breathing practices,
see our website at www.InfiniteLightYoga.com,
articles section, "Breathing and Yoga."
Yoga and everything it offers us is beneficial to
our health and wellness; our mind body and spirit
connection. Yoga is for everyone if you find the
right teacher.
Let today be the day that you become more. Find
a yoga teacher in your area that incorporates
Pranayama (breathing) into their classes and start
taking classes right away. It will change how you
live your life! Remember, if you change your
breath you will change your world!

Starting a class with pranayama creates a calm,
focused, relaxed mood often referred to as cen- In future articles we will continue to look at
tering. Many types of yoga also use breathing yoga-related practices and explore how they can
become a vehicle for real change in our lives.
practices as a meditation focus.
You can't do yoga and not change.
The first step is to relearn how to breathe and
then build from there. In a yoga class you be- Tony Riposo
come aware of your breath and then you relearn Infinite Light Yoga Director
how to breathe with control. As a result you

Infinite Light Yoga
Inspiring Wellness Through the
Practice of Yoga

Multi-level Classes
6 Days a Week at
Various
Locations
Teacher Training
Certification
Program

Employee Wellness
Classes and
Workshops

Retreats, Immersions,
Clinics and Community
Presentation

InfiniteLightYoga.com
315.480.1996
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Retail * Readings * Reiki
* Classes * Workshops *
* Room Rentals *

Eternal
Temple

www.PurpleDoorSoulSource.com

Rochester, NY

SARINA

Dedicated to the
complete resurrection
of the
mind, body, and spirit.
We offer a wide range of therapies,
services, and products including reiki
healing, herbal medicines and products,
organic produce, alternative energies,
classes and lectures, books, crystals,
clothing, and now offering Massage
Therapy, and Spirit Drawings and Original Artwork.

111 Madison St, Oneida, NY.
(315) 420-9624

International
Clairvoyant
Psychic Medium
(315) 706-6824

Consultations in Person • By Phone • Parites

Answers •Insight • Clarity • Guidance

HEALTHY VIBES

Cindy McCaffrey

Licensed Massage Therapist/Reiki Master
Reissage to Energy Tapping
315-559-7120
Donwood Office Park • 135 Old Cove Rd.,
Liverpool, NY 13090

The energies of the Universe
speak to me most clearly through nature spirits.
The strength and clarity of the connection between
myself and Spirit became magnified as I practiced and
progressed with Reiki. I do many types of spiritual
readings, specializing in spirit animal and animal totem
messages. The information received during a reading is
simple, positive, full of joy and healing.

To schedule an appointment,
ask questions, check event schedule
or register for a class, please...

Marianne Crouse

Call: 315-437-7433 or E-mail:
MarkSpiritReader@yahoo.com

registered nurse and experienced educator integrating Reiki,
Color and Sound and Multidimensional Cellular Healing

MARK
SHAUGHNESSY

NOW TWO LOCATIONS

The Bruno Building, 104 Center St., Room 125, Canastota, NY
Effleurage Salon, 3 Campion Rd., New Hartford, NY

(315) 339-1404 • Healthyvibs@gmail.com
www.healthyvibescny.com

The

a mi n g G

sy

WORKSHOPS/CLASSES
includes but not limited to:
Spiritual Development
Sound Healing
Monthly Meditation
Reiki
Indigenous Healing Techniques

re

yp

PRIVATE SESSIONS
specializing in:
Stress Reduction
Past Life Regression
Emotional Release
Spirit Detachment
Support in Chronic Illnesses

d

Offering Complementary Health Methods

Debbie DeRusha

The
Dreaming
Gypsy

Mediumship Readings
Shamanic Healings
For classes and events check out:

www.thedreaminggypsy.com

315-383-9752
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SHARITA
STAR
Psychic of the
Planets

CORBIE
MITLEID

Channel, Medium
& Intuitive
Consultant

KIMBERLY
WARD

Admiss

Food or an ion
or dog item other cat
no-kill shelt for the local
er (Save yo
ur
$$ for your
massages readings,
or jewelry!)

Intuitive
Empath

Hampt

180 North G on Inn
ene
Utica, New see St.
York

Ticket

call 518-27 s & Info
5-95
revcorbie@ 75 or email
gmail.com

ALLIE
CHESLICK
Spiritual
Medium
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Beautiful Movements
Yoga and Fitness Studio

Full
Circle

STICKS N' STONES
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Herkimer Diamonds and
Natural Objects of Bright Pride

Beautiful Movements
Yoga and Fitness Studio
We offer:

• Yoga (including women's only,
kid's and family)
• Zumba
• Massage therapy (including
Swedish, deep tissue,
aromathereapy,
minisessions and chair.
Call for appointments and prices)
• In store guidance & mediumship
• Reiki
• Group meditations, Chakra,
energy balancing
and  spiritual journeying
• Flirty Girl Fitness
• Belly Dancing (including
Mommy and Me classes)
• More to come!
• incense, herbs, crystals,
jewelry and gifts
Gift certificates and special available
as well as fitness packages
134 Main St, Oneida, NY 13421

For more information including prices and times
call 440-9933 or visit www.fullcircleoneida.com
email at: fullcircle22@yahoo.com
"like" us on Facebook
Street parking and parking in rear of building

Sticks n Stones, Located at 126 east Main Street in Waterville, New York
is Now OPEN!...Offering a Full Line of Medicinal Herbal Teas & Hand Rolled
Imported Incense, as well as Hand Made Sterling Silver Jewelry, Stone
Boxes, Handbags, Pendulums, Crystals & Related Items from All over the
World, the Emporium is open Tuesday through Friday, from Noon until 6
PM.....Until 5 on Saturdays...Sundays & Mondays by Chance or
Appointment...John Lincoln-Lovely, Proprietor.....Telephone Number is
315*939*8814

Offering a Full
Line of Medicinal
Herbal Teas &
Hand Rolled
Imported
Incense, as well
as Hand Made
Sterling
Silver Jewelry,
Stone Boxes,
Handbags,
Pendulums,
Crystals &
Related Items
from all over the
World

Located
at

126

East Main St.

Waterville, NY
Now on
spring hours
Elevenish to 5
or
later on
rainy days

John Lincoln-Lovely, Proprietor • Peko, Greeter check
outmy new virtual tour on our website
www.sticksnstonesonline.com
Telephone: 315 • 939 • 8814
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Aquarius
Services

Sun Sign Potentials
A Guide to Understanding Self and Others

Virgo

“Our ‘JOY’ depends
upon where we
choose to focus
our attention”
- Dennis Cole

Discover your natural
life focus potentials.

by Dennis Cole

Autumn Greetings!

In this issue we will
continue in our series on
the 12 signs of the Zodiac,
with Virgo.
To learn more about
this Solar Astrology approach to interpreting our
"seed" potentials, you can
refer to the Metaphysical Times Summer 2012
Issue (pg. 25). These are
also achieved and you
can find that Issue online
by going to aquariusservices.com and click on
"articles."
Again, we will look at
some excerpts from my
book, "Sun Sign Potentials A Guide to Understanding Self and Others," with a focus on the
four major Signs that relate to Virgo's: "WHAT
- WHERETO - HOW
AND WHY" approaches
to the essence of this life's
focus.

♍ VIRGO

August 23 - September 22

This 1st Solar House
Cusp relates to the
"WHAT" of Your Life
Focus.
Your Sun sign, Virgo,
is an adaptable earthy

sign. In other words you can
be flexible, intelligent, discriminating and practical.
Your ruling planet, Mercury,
relates to the analytical and
discriminating conscious
mind, intelligence, assimilation and communication.
Your life, like the last days
of Summer in which you
were born, can focus on
growth and development.
This discipline, personal
training and growth, then
enables you to adapt readily
to the world of others. Often
this can be through some
form of work in service to
others.
So much of your life’s
energy is poured into selfdiscipline, personal development, learning, and work.
In fact you can grow well as
you overcome crises. And
crises situations - whether
work, health, "critter" or
otherwise related - often
seem to be your approach to
growth. Harmony through
conflict!
You have a tendency to
analyze, structure, categorize and control things in
your detailed drive for order. Perhaps that’s why you

attract imperfection - so you
can “do your thing” and try
to perfect it, or him, or her.
Of course you also have a
tendency towards self-perfection. There is a saying:
"Perfection is the antithesis
of creativity."
Your “cousins” in the
Zodiac are the two other
earthy signs, Capricorn
and Taurus. From them
you inherit such qualities as
perseverance, ambition, determination and loyalty.
Negatively, your need for
order can manifest as an excessive preoccupation with
petty details. Sometimes
it comes out as nagging or
complaining. Sometimes as
criticism, sarcasm, and even
self-criticism. Mark Twain
said: "I've seen a lot of
problems in my days, most
of which never happened."
So you can see, your inborn talents for discrimination and methodicalness can
be used for good or bad.
Sometimes it might help
you to realize that there
is probably an overriding
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Create more loving, harmonious
relationships. Transcend limitations
and fear-based "realities."
Receive guidance about Love, Life,
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“Hand” and order in Creation. There is a reason - and
a season - for everything and
everyone is connected in
some way.
Life is pretty important
and sometimes you will
benefit by not taking it quite
so seriously. Having some
fun and play periodically is
good for both your personal
growth and your health – not
to mention, your relationships!
Sometimes your inclination to analyze, categorize
and perfect can come out
in rather mundane ways.
For example, you may find
yourself while dining, unconsciously brushing the
crumbs into a neat little pile
and pinching them onto a
plate as you sit and talk with
others. This sort of discrimination and structuring will
not likely hurt you nor others. However, complaining
about some facet of the meal
- or the weather, and so on,
this does hurt you, as well as
others! James Allen wrote:
"There's no room for a complainer in a Universe of
Law." And the most Universal of all laws, Virgo, is the
"Law of Attraction" ("Like
attracts like")!
Because you are practical and discriminating,
many of your negative complaints may be kept to yourself. This, of course, would
come out, in the long run,
as some form of “dis-ease.”
Whether this is in the area of
health, work or otherwise - it
all stems from within! By
changing your thinking you
will find an amazing change
in your outer experiences.
The Universe is unfolding as
efficiently as possible for the
benefit of the Whole. This is
true because we all attract in
accordance with our choice
of thoughts. This, in spite of
any tendencies to complain
and sometimes think that
there isn’t Order.

Sun Sign Potentials - VIRGO

Although your brushing
the crumbs - or straightening a picture can be rather
mundane manifestations of
your energies, you do have a
gift. This is an ability to take
the initiative in dealing with
details and practical organization. You are very capable
of applying much energy
and creativity into new work
situations, personal development, and other practical
new beginnings. Obviously
work is a keynote in your
life; and this can become a
great source of Joy and creative fulfillment for you, as
well as for those whom you
serve.
We all have a love for certain things. For you this can
involve such things as your
work, your training and disciplines, maybe even your
pets! You can take pride in
these areas. You can shine at
your best when you are able
to be creative in your work,
or in service to others.
To get to this point of
discipline and self-development, so that you can joyously serve others, there
are prerequisites. You will
find that you will do better
when you discriminate and
observe Nature’s laws. This
includes a need to view the
body as a Temple. In order to
become an active participant
in positive Creations, there
is a need to find relative balance between Body, Mind,
and Spirit. Voltaire gave one
key which could help with
this balance when he said,
“All things in moderation,
nothing to excess.”
You probably will feel a
need to be respected for your
hard work. This includes
a need for respect for your
practical intelligence and
organizational powers. You
are capable of leadership,
initiative and creativity in
your work. And the respect
comes through discipline
and generosity motivated by

service to others, based on the
highest standards of quality.
Whether in one place, or
many, you are likely to see
many new beginnings relating
to your work and personal
development.
Virgo is associated with
the intestines and abdomen,
and where the life is not disciplined the soul may try to
get your attention to the need
for letting go of resistance to
change, through anatomically
related problems: Colitis, irritable bowel syndrome, colon cancer or constipation for
example. So, King Solomon's
words of wisdom can prove
helpful to you: "A cheerful
heart doeth good like a medicine."

♓ Pisces 7th

House Cusp Influences

(This 7th Solar House information relates to the
"WHERETO" of your current intended Life's Focus)

You attract an emotionallygiving, sensitive and idealistic
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type of partner. Your mate or
partner - anyone whom you
may have a close relationship with - would be the type
of person who sometimes
gets caught up in the past.
Also, partner can confuse, or
become confused, at times.
This person can sometimes
become quite emotional and
protective - not to mention,
secretive.
Your mate may sometimes show a “what’s the use
of trying” attitude. On the
other hand, spouse or partner
is capable or leading a spiritually-rewarding life, and often can help others in some
way.
Before this person in your
life can begin to succeed,
they may have to learn to
overcome self-doubts, selfpity, emotionalism or fears.
Perhaps they may best do
this be realizing their spiritual inner connection with
all people and Creation.
Your mate’s ideals begin

to be realized more as they
evoke more of a “Thy will
be done” attitude, and as
they lose themselves more
in selflessly helping others.
Your partner also grows by
adopting some of your practical, discriminating, hardworking habits. And you
grow by occasionally being
open to your mate’s tendencies towards compassion,
feelings, and a capacity to
tune into the inner worlds
– the spiritual and the abstract. Through partnership
experiences and influences
you can learn more about
faith and idealism. Through
your mate you may learn to
loosen up more emotionally.
You may learn that life can
sometimes be lived quite
enjoyably without always
getting caught up in details
or analyzing everything.
Your mate and, possibly, some of the children
and co-workers who come
into your life, have likely

continued on page # 27
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been with you before. And
through these close associations you will more deeply
realize the spiritual significance of others.
As you occasionally
let go of tendencies to get
caught up in words, plans,
explanations and details,
you may begin to learn to
“see the bigger picture” in
life. You may reap the rewards of personal growth
and inner peace through
well-timed balancing of the
practical details with the
Universal perspectives.

♐ Sagittarius 4th
House Cusp Influences

(This 4th Solar House information relates to the
"HOW" of your current
intended Life's Focus)

Your family - especially
your mother - in some way,
has a strong influence on
your outlook on life. This
includes the moral, spiritual
and psychological foundation you are developing.

As time goes on you are
likely to become more interested in religion, philosophy, psychology and other
forms of higher knowledge
and understanding. In addition you’re likely to be
more in need of freedom,
travel, the outdoors and,
possibly, some form of
writing or teaching. You
may even end up living in
another country or place far
removed from your birth
place. Other later interests may include medicine,
travel, work, law, speaking,
or some creative service to
others. You can be generous in nurturing others.
There is likely to be travel
and distant communications
associated with mother or
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family. You have luck or can
benefit, through mother or
family. Also, through property. You would appreciate
a spacious home. You could
enjoy a home in the country
or where you could have
some freedom and space.
You need this “elbow room”
in your home, and, in some
way your home can attract
people from distant places including other countries.
Your mother, and family
in general, values honesty,
has a sense of humor, and a
tendency to get to the point.
She may have to learn not to
“step on others' toes” however, with her philosophy.
For she can be a bit outspoken at times!
Truth, freedom, knowledge and understanding are
important
“cornerstones”
in the foundation you are
building in this life. These
will make you feel more
secure and rooted, and will
better enable you to “do your
thing,” which is to reach out
actively in service to others.

♊ Gemini 10th House
Cusp Influences

(Relating to the "WHY" of
Your Life Focus)
You need to be respected
for your intelligence, your
ideas, and your ability to
assimilate and deal with immediate situations in your
work or social activities. Yet
this full respect or recognition seems to take some time
before it is achieved. You
may have a need to be remembered for what you can
accomplish with your mind,
your ideas, or your hands.
Perhaps there is a delay
in this recognition because
of your flexible, serving nature! Or perhaps it is due to

your innate shyness or nervous nature!? It could also
be because you sometimes
have more than one ambition, or career, on your mind.
You could easily be involved
in two major areas of expression for fulfillment in life.
Your work not only involves striving for respect
for your creativity and original ideas; it also allows you
to communicate and to meet
a variety of people.
Your father is probably
an intellectual, youthful,
freedom-loving, person who
tends to view life in an objective manner. He is likely
to be significantly involved
with people, words and
ideas. And his work can involve helping others who are
limited or confined in some
way as he sees them.
Finally, Virgo, may all
of your hard work and crises situations bring you to a
point of pure discipline and
balance.
Yes, continue to work on
self-development, but by
also being willing to “get
out of self” and helping others who are in need, you
are likely to create a much
needed inner harmony. And,
yes, continue to discipline
self, discriminate and work
hard! However, by learning to occasionally escape
from this routine and relax
– without a negative or critical attitude – you will bring
much more balance and inner peace into your life. By
letting go, periodically, and
loving yourself, you will
ultimately be better able to
love and serve others.

In Oneness,
Dennis

Some Highlights in the
Year Ahead for Virgo

The following Key planetary cycles for Virgo will relate
especially to the "WHAT" -"WHERETO" - "HOW" &
"WHY" experiences in the life of Virgo. The preceding article for Virgo will give you more detail, as to what you can
expect to be highlighted when these cycles come around every year.
So, please also refer to those keynotes, which apply every year. Then, you can factor in some of the following cycles
that are specific to Virgo's year ahead:
Your "WHAT" cycle of live is activated for self-renewal
and new beginnings every year at summer's end. This year the
new moon of September 15, 2012 can bring you the urge to
meet life with a more spontaneous, simple and pure, approach
to life, as you get into new beginnings in such areas as: Your
work, health, self-development and training. Much of this to
begin before the full moon of September 29th.
Under this full moon cycle of approximately 2 weeks,
your "WHERETO" potentials (as shown in the preceding
Virgo article) come into play. This can often involve relationships. And, with Uranus - the "Awakener" – conjunct this full
moon, you might experience some sudden shocking or disruptive, break ups... or exciting renewal in a relationship! It
all depends on how you've responded to the "WHAT" cycle
of new beginnings and a new you, as well as how open you
may be to Spiritual Guidance ("good feels good; bad feels
bad"). For some, this can move you forward with others along
the Path of Individuation; i.e. the process of discovery of
your true Inner Being!
The "HOW" cycle of your life takes place each year as
the transiting Sun moves through Sagittarius, between Nov.
22 and Dec. 20. And as you come into mid December 2012.
There may be considerable activity centering around home,
family, relatives, travel and arriving at long-range decisions
in relationships and future foundations. Working toward
communications, cooperation and stabilization seems to factor in. Self-containment and good humor will prove helpful
in this turning point cycle.
The "WHY" period of your natal potentials "lights up"
more significantly in the last month of Spring each year, approximately around May 21 - June 21. During this cycle
in 2013, including in the last week of May and in the 2nd
week of June, several planets align in ways that symbolize opportunities for change; new creative ideas, career
change opportunities and connections. For some this may
involve relatives. For others, a new vehicle to show off, and
for others some good fortune or reward for works well done.
Certainly this is an opportune time to make up your mind
about laying foundations for long-range fulfillment, even if
it calls for a move.
In Oneness, Dennis

This article was excerpted from Dennis' forthcoming book: "Sun Sign Potentials"
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A Conversationwith a "Chip-Monk"
By Kris Faso
Recently over several mornings I was awaken promptly at 6:00am
by the incessant chirping of a Chipmunk. This critter brother
seemed to speaking as loud as any critter could. In fact, if I didn’t
know any better, and I didn’t until the third morning, I’d say this
brother was yelling. On top of it the chatter went nonstop for a
half hour. Without a single breath in-between!!
Finally on the third morning I opened my window and hollered
out to the brother. I said hey, chipmunk, as a monk, shouldn’t you
be in silence somewhere meditating on world prayer or something?
The critter looked up at me as if, to have known exactly what I said, and began to speak...
"And what, pray-tell, do you think I am out here doing this morning? Do you think we
animal brothers and sisters don't know what's going down? Why shoot man, we gather
in council each night and pray for the hypocrisy of our human brothers and sisters to
stop. We think it's funny in a way...this great paradox... it is very serious".
What great paradox? I asked.
"Our human relations"... the Chipmunk replied. "You all...thinking, as you do, at the top
of the animal chain. When with certainty, and do not see the broken links. That the chain
has disintegrated so amongst yourselves, you cannot see the forest through the trees".
You mean the trees through the forest, I said.
"NO, no, no"! The Chipmunk replied. "Human brothers have cut the trees. If you have
no more trees, you have no more forests. What then would you see? If you have no
Peace, we are not content. Now our prayers are not silent, as yours ought not to be.
Go; go tell it on the mountain. Sing for the glory of Peace, and the saving of our Mother
Earth! Save yourselves to the Spirit of your relations – black, red, yellow and white. Pray
for humans-being, rather than arguing between humans-doing.
Of course I was totally blown away at hearing all this. Let alone listening to a Chipmunk
speak. I asked the Chipmunk to hang out and have coffee with me. Obviously by now I
was no longer annoyed at being awaken. The Chipmunk obliged and requested instead
that I bring out the other half of the apple I had recently left out as a treat.
I made myself coffee and brought out the half apple for the “monk”. I made myself
comfortable in my lounge chair next the fountain on my patio. The Chipmunk was
perched on the top stone chirping. Apparently there were two of them speaking to each
other from a distance. The Chipmunk conveyed to me that it is getting onto harvest
season and they were preparing a ceremony for their beginning preparations. They
were discussing details. Evidently they were conferring on a Black Walnut stew, one of
the dishes for the celebration.
While visiting, the Chipmunk asked if, by the way, I could add a few more stones to the
foundation of the water fountain. The Chipmunk clan lived there and needed more area.
I agreed as long as the chipmunk would answer my question. The chipmunk agreed
and asked me what was on my mind. Tell me, “monk,” I said; what is the key to life?
Chuckling, the Chipmunk replied; “Key, Key-there is no lock! How can there be a key?
I have an idea, how about you tell your human brother’s and sister’s to look away from
the TV and get up off their couches. We animal brother’s and sister’s don’t believe there
is any key in that box.
If you live in the city, you go to the country.  If you live in the country…go out in it. Go
somewhere where there are woods, is water or a field of tall grass. Find a rolling hill and
sit there-maybe you will find a key or… perhaps you will find a flower. Try going out at
night and looking into the starlit sky. Count the stars, or wait till you see one fall. Make a
wish…maybe you could wish for a key!
Once you encourage your brother’s and sister’s to get off their couches, inspire them

continued on page # 32
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Kris, I have always believed in Psychics with a consideration that
some, if not alot, is for entertainment.I have had several readings over
my life and some hit on a little, but it takes alot to impress me and I
was more than impressed with the reading you gave me on the 19th of
August in Rome, NY. When I inquired whether my father was around
me, the only person that knew what items of his I was carrying was
my mother and she was not there. You absolutely blew me away when
you mentioned the items in regards to a message from dad-you were
spot on 100%. You didn't guess, you told me what they were. Not to
mention the issue he was having before passing-again you hit that
100% on the money! It doesn't bring my dad back, but I have been so
comfortable in the last days knowing he is around me.
You are a great guy and very compassionate! I look foward to dealing
with only you for future readings. To anyone reading this feedback,
Krisis the real deal!!!! Not to mention a great guy.
Thank you Kris-You ROCK! Jeff (from Syracuse)

Questions about Past, Present, Future

Are you interested in Communication with Ancestors,
Family on the other side Call Kris 315-483-0074
Hello Kris, You did a reding for me August 12 in Rochester this year.
I was there early in the morning with my late partner's sister. Needless
to say you blew me totally away. You knew way too many details for
it to be coincidence. I walked away from our session feeling a great
deal of warmth, knowing my partner has crossed over and is ok. You
absolutely floored me when you mentioned his name being around me
tosay he was ok.
Thank you so much Kris, and I will see you again. John

To experience a Session with Kris
Private Reading, Home Party,
Phone Session / Show Dates
Call Kris 315-483-0074 or go to
www.krisfaso.com

Kris' Fall Schedule

September
22 Fall Equinox/Harvest Celebration. Drumming Circle and Community Dinner. Kris' home. Open Drumming circle- for details call
315-483-0074 Kris.
29/30 Watertown Psychic and Holistic Fair Hilton Garden Inn Arsenal St. Watertown.
October
20/21 New Moon Psychic and Holistic Fair. Dome Arena,
Henrietta, NY.
27 Open Gallery Kripalu Yoga Center
315-583-5500., Adams Center, NY.
November
2nd/3rd/4th Mystycal Journey Holistic and Psychic
Fair Best Western, University Inn, Canton, NY.
17/18 Evolving Essence Psychic Fair Rochester Raddison. 175 Jefferson Rd. Rochester, NY.

Reserve an appointment ahead of time/receive a discount/all shows.

Have a Burning Question?
Go to www.krisfaso.com click on Burning Question
To Schedule a Reading with Kris Call 315-483-0074
See Kris in action @ www.krisfaso.com
Message Gallery-see videos.
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Ringing
in the
New Age A Mindfulness
Technique
By Cindy Griffith-Bennett
When we were growing up, the ringing of a bell
meant, “Get to your class,” “Time to leave your
class,” or someone is at the front door! In our house,
my Mother would ring the cowbell when she wanted
us to come inside. Yes, I was called to dinner by a
cowbell! But I digress. In today’s metaphysical
landscape, the ‘bell’ ringing now translates to “Stop!
Where are your thoughts, your body, and your energy?”
Using a ‘bell’ to remind you to stop and create a moment of awareness in your day has long been
used by multiple traditions that emphasize mindfulness. Mindfulness, like meditation, has many benefits. It helps to strengthen your focus, reduce stress,
slow down your heart rate, increase intuition, as well
as increase memory and lots of other nifty things.
When the ‘bell’ goes off, you are reminded
to take stock of your mind, body, and breath. Notice where your mind is at that moment the bell goes
off. Is it in the past, future, or present? Bring your
mind back to the present moment. Then notice if

your thoughts were positive or negative? Bring your
awareness to your thoughts and bring yourself to a
positive mindset. Next, check your body. Are you
sitting in a way that is comfortable and supportive?
Then check your breath. Are you breathing deep or
shallow? Bring your body and breath into alignment
with what you know is best for you. Don’t judge
yourself, or your mind, as it is not helpful. Simply bring your awareness to your mind, body, and
breath. You don’t need to check each aspect, every
time. You could choose to just check mind, or check
body and breath. It is a flexible technique, yet after
you have checked in, you simply adjust what isn’t
the way you want it and move forward in your day
as mindfully as possible.
No one denies that Mindfulness is a good
thing and that using the ‘bell’ technique will help
you to bring more mindfulness into your day. Yet it
is doubtful that you can afford to higher a Monk to
follow you around and randomly chime a bell. Finding the perfect, preexisting ‘bell,’ that will work during your hectic day is necessary if you wish to follow
this proven mindfulness technique.
With all the bells, whistles, and ding-dongs
in your day, you would think finding a bell to act as
a reminder to pay attention would not be hard, yet
having so many sounds is actually the problem. It

used to be that your cell phone only made noise
when someone called you. Now, every text,
email, Facebook notification, and Tweet sends
your phone into orgasmic shivers, singing out the
Halleluiah Chorus or latest country music song!
What’s a boy or girl to do?
Finding a ‘bell’ really isn’t hard if you
rethink what a ‘bell’ needs to be. A bell does not
really need to be a sound. It could be an activity or a location. For example, if you are a busy
Mom, who is in and out of the car a number of
times a day, you could use turning the car on as
your bell. It takes a second to turn the car on anyway, so why not take that time to check where
your mind is, what you are thinking, how you are
sitting, and if you are breathing deeply? If you are
stuck at work all day, you most likely walk in and
out of your cubical a few times a day. Use an entrance to a room or a different place, like going to
the copier, as your ‘bell.’ You could use opening
your pocketbook or wallet as a bell or the FedEx
and US Post mail delivery. You can use just about
situation or movement as a bell.
So let’s say you don’t get a lot of phone
calls when you are at work, but the phone rings
about 3 times a day and you only get up for lunch
and potty breaks. Then combine a sound and activity as your bell. You will get three bells with
the phone call and three getting up from your cubical. That is a total of six ‘bells’ just at work!
Other ‘bells’ you can use at home are the microwave bell, going into the kitchen, turning on the
bathroom light, or the front door opening.
Using a ‘bell’ that goes off about five or
six times a day works well, yet ‘bells’ get stale,
so you might want to change them every few
months. If you really like your cell phone for
your bell, you can go to the app store and search
“mindfulness bell.” You will find a number of
apps for your cell phone that allow you to preset a
bell that will ring throughout the day.
Using a ‘bell’ technique to develop
mindfulness has worked for Monks throughout
the centuries, and using a ‘bell’ can work just as
well in our busy, technological lives today! Remember, there is an App for that!

continued from page #14

Developing Communication with Spirit and Finding Purpose
Once we commit to living a spiritually heart centered life, our purpose will start to reveal itself.
First it comes in small ways. For example, when
we have synchronistic events occur, it tell us we
are in the flow and where we’re supposed to be.
Be patient and quietly aware while looking for the
purpose and it will show itself, meanwhile enjoy

the direction spiritual development takes you.
Many times in life we are attracted to what we need,
mostly this give us the skills or knowledge we will
need later. When we keep at it, we find what works
for us. We are each unique individuals that are helping the universe shift into a new tomorrow. The more
we work on ourselves the more we help the universe

become a more peaceful and sustainable environment. Spirit is quietly waiting to give us the assistance necessary once we relax, focus and understand our ability to communicate.
Shanti, David Bennett
Upstate NY IANDS - UNYI.org
Coauthor of “Voyage Of Purpose”
DharmaTalks.com
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Health & Wellness Weekend
November 9 - 11 2012
th

Saturday 10am-6pm

th

Sunday 11am-3pm

Giveaways • Speakers • Drawings • Seminars
Intuitive Astrology • Spiritual Readings • Palm Reading
Reiki • Aura Photography and much more

Presentations Every 1/2 hr.
Friday Night by appointment only
Reiki level I Certification from 5pm - 9pm Friday
Call for Details

315-348-4211
TheEdgeHotel.com

The Edge Hotel 3952 State Route 12 Lyons Falls, NY 13368
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Natur-Tyme

the new location is
now open!
The staff and management of the Metaphysical Publishing Company is of course overjoyed with Natur-Tyme's exciting move to
Erie Blvd. in Syracuse, New York. This is
good news for not only the Syracuse area.
Natur-Tyme serves a much larger area than
just Syracuse.
For close to thirty years, a locally owned and
operated business, owned by Wendy Meyerson and her knowledgeable staff strive to
bring the best service and products to a much
larger community, including the entire Central and Upstate New York area.
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The new store is just beautiful. It is large,
spacious and modern. BUT in no way has it
lost the caring service from employees that
know the products as well as the customers
that walk through their doors. Natur-Tyme as
well as a full stock of vitamins, Natur-Tyme
offers gluten free, wheat free and vegan products. The new space has new exciting services to offer as well. The Enhanced Beauty
Salon offers massage, facial, makeover, or
haircut and also organic hair coloring!
Visit the Tyme-Out Café and grab a smoothie, coffee, tea, or juice or cool off with some
gelato or a shake!
You may as well come to workshops in Natur-Tyme's new Community Room! Enjoy
presentations, guest speakers, and meetings
in our state-of-the- art room that seats up to
70!

We at the Metaphysical Times understand this
from our increasing subscription base. We
receive a great number of subscriptions from
across the state and many of them are based
from the papers that are distributed at the Natur-Tyme store..

Visit Natur-Tyme at:
3160 Erie Blvd. East
DeWitt, New York 13214
Phone: 315-488-6300
or visit the store at:
.natur-tyme.com

A planning calender for
Positive People
planning for a Positive future!
This fall and holiday season,
give a planning calender that is
unique and reflects your
attitude towards the future.
Ask for this calender at your
favorite Metaphysical shop
or email
gc@metaphysicaltimes.com
also available at amazon.com

Energy-Light
Sally

315- 458-2430 • energy-light.com
Reiki Healing Spiritual Guidance
Animal Communication

Clairvoyant • Psychic Medium • Clairaudient

Francine
Bizzari
315-252-8589 • francinebizzari.com
francinebizzari@hotmail.com
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Conversation with a "Chip-Monk"
continued from page # 28"
to go sit in some unfamiliar location. Have them let a Daddy Long Legged
Spider brother crawl on them. Chances are, if they don’t let their unfounded
fear cause them to jerk or a jump, they may find a key. Chances are, at the
very least, they will find this spider brother isn’t there to eat them, bite them,
or otherwise even know they are there outside of a terrain to be crossed.
Go find a stone or stick. Pick something up off our Mother Earth. Make
some good medicine out of it-fashion yourself a key. You could put it in a
pouch and tie the pouch to your body somewhere. This way, where ever
you go, you would have the key.
I have another idea… how about you roll up your pants and your sleeves
and stand in the water. Scoop it up in your hands and splash it on your
face. Let the water touch your lips. And for goodness sakes, don’t worry.
(There is certainly no key in worrying!) Unless you swallow, it won’t find
its way into your stomach. And if perhaps… water, having a life of its
own, does make it past your lips… well, perhaps you will get a taste of
a key.
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Have I suggested the woods yet? Now there’s a place where Crow
brother’s and sister’s hang out. Go there, sit and listen. Let the Crow’s
tell you what they are talking about. Maybe you could ask them, if you
can get a word in edgewise. If you are patient the whole Murder will
fly over you. And while their wings displace the air… well now, there’s
a key… you will never forget the feeling of the displaced air pressure
against your body. Heck, there is no other experience like that”.
It was then I noticed the Chipmunk staring at me. I recalled an old conversation from memory with the Dream Council I once had on grabbing
the attention of someone by use of the eye as a muscle of conveying
intent. That by the use of the left eye, looking into the right of another,
and one could “capture” another’s consideration to what was being
transmitted. I knew then that if life truly needed a key that it was because we, as humans, have placed the lock on it. And the key… simply
remove the lock!
Peace on your journey, Kris
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Ahhh...Reiki

Robin T Waterbury
Usui/Karuna Reiki Master Practitioner
Reiki Crystal Therapy
Call or email for an appointment at:
The Fey Dragon > Oswego, NY (315) 216-4156
Hannibal Studio > Hannibal, NY (315) 529-9710

ahhhreiki@gmail.com

Sue-Ryn's
book is
ready

The Fey Dragon
Metaphysical Crafts and Curiosities
Books, Incense, Tarot, Jewelry, Classes and so much more

A place where everyone is welcome
Readers and Reiki Healers Available
Call for to schedule an appointment
52 W. Bridge Street, Oswego, NY
T-Fri noon – 9 pm

Sat-Sun 10 am – 6 pm
(315) 216-4156

www.feydragon.com
shop@feydragon.com

Herbal Recipes is filled with recipes for culinary
blends, tea formulas and bath herbs, including
such  historic favorites such as Stew Brew, Broth
Blend, Green Salad Herbs and Herb Woman's
Favorite, and filled with illustrations  by NNY artist Paula Towne. A local effort, it has been published by Metaphysical Times Publishing, and
edited by Georgia Cuningham.
Available online at: www.hillwoman.com
call: 315-482-2985 or 1-800-600-3831
7 days a week 9 a.m. - 10 pm EST
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THE STAR BLESSINGS

Native American &
Metaphysical Gift Shop

A miraculous gift to
humanity
from light beings,
the Star Nations

CHEROKEE
LADY

The 1st level opens a pathway
for you to channel Divine beings
instantly without any training or
special abilities for guidance and
healing all aspects of your life.

1808 State Route 31 Lakeport,
New York 13037
633-9415
Thurs-Sun 10-5

“After receiving the 1st Star Blessing I’ve had so many
questions answered while channeling an Ascended Master.
And, I did not have any trouble channeling the first time
I did it on my own nor since.
Thank you, Dennie Lee. Laurie Mercer, Virginia USA”

Dennie Lee Maslak, Star Blessing Grand Master
Read more testimonials and info on my website:
www.themysticalenergy.com
(619) 737-7791

Fairy
Festival

Barbara Konish is a psychic
medium, Reiki master-teacher,
non-denominational ordained
minister (since 1990) and spiritual
counselor. Born and raised in
Rochester, NY, with more than
20 years of experience she has
concentrated her dynamic energy
in the field of psychic awareness,
healing and teaching.

dreamwalker@twcny.rr.com
REIKI by appt. only
CONTACT BARBARA FOR:

• PRIVATE READINGS

REV. BARBARA KONISH
“KNOW THYSELF”

Rev. Barbara Konish

(in-person or telephone appointments)
• PSYCHIC-MEDIUM

• PAST LIFE
• REBIRTHING

PSYCHIC MEDIUM

Psychic Medium & Spiritual Counselor
3
3rd Degree
Reiki Master-Teacher

• CORPORATE EVENTS
• PARTIES OR PRIVATE EVENTS

(birthdays, graduations, weddings, etc.)

• HOUSE CLEANINGS & BLESSINGS
• SPIRITUAL COUNSELING
• CAREER COACHING
• COUPLES COUNSELING / PRENUPTIAL /

SPIRITUAL COUNSELOR

RD DEGREE REIKI MASTER—TEACHER

WEDDING OFFICIATING

Well known throughout New York
State and with clients who circle
the globe, Barbara is valued for her
tremendous insight, thoroughness,
compassion, lightheartedness, love
and powerful healing abilities.
Barbara’s gift started at eight years old,
when she experienced her first
clairvoyant vision. Since then, she has
refined her gifts and now offers a wide
range of intuitive and healing services.

Saturday, September 29th,
2012; 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The Palace Theater, 2384
James Street, Syracuse, 13206
Many vendors; Readings;
Animal Communication Readings;
Biomat/Reiki; Massage;
Spirit paintings; Local author
book-signing;
Aura photo; and much more…

Movie: “Ferngully” will play at 1:30 p.m .
There will be many activities for
children to enjoy.
Admission: $6, adults;$3, children

• MEDITATION & STRESS MANAGEMENT
• REIKI AND HEALING SERVICES
• CLASSES
• GIFT CERTIFICATES

REV. BARBARA KONISH
“KNOW THYSELF”

ROCHESTER, NY

585.224.8657
barbarakonish@frontiernet.net
mypsychicpowers.com
newmoonpsychicfair.com
Despite well-tested psychic ability, no one with this gift can be 100% accurate. With this in mind,
Barbara and/or any sponsors must disclaim any and all liability to all persons and parties who act
or rely upon her intuition.

Know thyself

Your reading will help you discover your path to enlightenment and
personal growth through Barbara’s unique brand of psychic ministry.
Contact Barbara for: Private, Telephone, & Email Readings • Reiki Healing
Spiritual & Life Coaching • Meditation • Classes • Home Shows
Parties • Corporate Events • House Cleansing • Ceremonies

(585) 224-8657

www.NewMoonForYou.com
barbarakonish@frontiernet.net

Call to participate in
The New Moon Psychic Festival and
Holistic Healing Expo
at the Dome Arena, Henrietta (Rochester), NY
October 20th and 21st, 2012
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“Nature Spirits
are Vegetarians"
by Georgia

Available at:
Mystic Side,
North Syracuse
Healing
Inspirations,
Liverpool
& amazon.co
a portion of
sales donated
to Ophelia’s Place
gc@metaphysicaltimes. com

Coleen M. Shaughnessy
Spiritual Intuitive

Offered at the

~ Spirit Center ~
Spiritual Readings
Meditation Classes
Reiki Classes
Angel & Fairy Classes
as well as
Artwork & Photography

Copies of
Coleen
Shaughnessy''s
wonderfully
helpful story
is available
At Healing
Inspirations
Mystic Side
and amason.com
or call her directly
at:

315-437-7433
Syracuse, New York
www.coleenshaughnessy.com

Fairy Talk
by Coleen Shaughnessy

Hello Fairy Lovers!
Happy Fall!
Fairy Article #9

Hello all you fellow Fairy Lovers! As we begin to slip into cooler, crisper evenings
I know the beautiful Fall season is almost upon us. Now is a great time to talk to all
your garden fairies about any changes they think might be good for next year, such as
bulb replacement, new shrubbery, etc. They have a keen eye for what needs to go and
what needs to stay or be refurbished. As for an update on my surprise vine this spring,
it was a pumpkin vine! I now have an amazing chubby, twelve inch in diameter, bright
orange pumpkin to use in my Fall décor! I love it when the Fairies give me s’prises.
Did you ever wonder why a Fall walk is so energizing? Besides the wonderful fresh
air, you are actually doing a little color therapy for yourself. Remembering that our
bodies are great energy systems, different frequencies of color can affect how we feel.
Red, for instance, is the color of our root chakra and it stimulates our energy and bring
our passion out. Fairies love red. Orange is connected with our second chakra energy
center. It warms and soothes as well as making us feel more social. Yellow is connected with our solar plexus chakra and will cheer and brighten your spirit as well as
open you up to wisdom. The fairies bathe in all the colors frequently, and we need to
do the same! A helpful book about using colors is “How to Heal with Color” by Ted
Andrews, in case you want to explore the world of color more. This is also reminding
me to set up another Healing with Color class at my office, we have such fun at those!
Also, be sure to watch for the little fairy faces in the leaves looking back at you. This
is a great time of year to visit your local farmers market (always loaded with fairies
there too).
They told me that they do a lot of trading there. The pumpkin, colored corn, and gourd
fairies are more than happy to come home with you and bring some of that Fall beauty
and energy indoors. I have always thought a Higher Power gives us Fall to cheer us
up from the sadness of having to let go of summer every year. It works! So get out
there with all the fairies and do a little color therapy for yourself. Have fun watching
all that Fall beauty come in. Must scoot for now, til next time, colorful Fairy Blessings to everyone!
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Wil Alaura’s

Energy-Wellness
is proud to present

Bio-Genesis
Saturday,
November 4,
2012
Spend a day
be a part of a
Bio-Genesis
Seminar

TRANSFORMATION

If you already use the Biogenesis® tools this day will
increase your abilities and focus to reach new
heights of confidence.
If you are new to these tools to accept and change
your life's focus, thisis the perfect seminar to
begin your personal journey.
Wil Alaura and David Demaray will personally help
you experience the power of these amazing
Biogensis products.

Call 315 - 373-0683 for information or appointments
Salina Meadows Office Park, • 301 Plainfield Rd • Ste 195 • North Syracuse NY 13212
wilalaura.com email walaura@twcny.rr.com

®

